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ABSTRACT
In this dissertation, a new area of research identified as high-rate state estimation is established
along with its associated research challenges, and a path for a solution is provided. High-rate
dynamic systems are defined as systems being exposed to highly dynamic environments that are
comprised of high-rate and high-amplitude events (greater than 100 gn for a duration under 100
ms). Engineering systems experiencing high-rate dynamic events, including airbag, debris detec-
tion, and active blast protection systems, could benefit from real-time observability for enhanced
performance. This task of high-rate state estimation is particularly challenging for real-time appli-
cations, where the rate of an observer’s convergence needs to be in the microsecond range. On the
other hand, the benefits include a high potential to reduce economic loss and save lives.
The problem is discussed in-depth addressing the fundamental challenges of high-rate systems.
A survey of applications and methods for estimators that have the potential to produce accurate
estimations for a complex system experiencing highly dynamic events is presented. It is argued that
adaptive observers are important to this research. In particular, adaptive data-driven observers are
found to be advantageous due to their adaptability to complex problems and lack of dependence
on system model.
An adaptive neuro-observer is designed to examine the particular challenges in selecting an
appropriate input space for high-rate state estimation to increase convergence rates of adaptive
observers. It is found that the choice of inputs has a more significant influence on the observer’s
performance for high-rate dynamics when compared against a lower rate environment. Additionally,
misrepresentation of a system dynamics through incorrect input spaces produces large errors in the
estimation, which could potentially trick the decision making process in a closed-loop system in
making bad judgments.
xiii
A novel adaptive wavelet neural network (WNN)-based approach to compress data into a com-
bination of low- and high-resolution surfaces is proposed to automatically detect concrete cracks
and other forms of damage. The adaptive WNN is designed to sequentially self-organize and self-
adapt in order to construct an optimized representation. The architecture of the WNN is based
on a single-layer neural network consisting of Mexican hat wavelet functions. The approach was
verified on four cracked concrete specimens.
A variable input space concept is proposed for incorporating data history of high-rate dynam-
ics, with the objective to produce an optimal representation of the system of interest minimizing
convergence times of adaptive observers. Using the embedding theory, the algorithm sequentially
selects and adapts a vector of inputs that preserves the essential dynamics of the high-rate system.
The variable input space is integrated with a WNN, which constitutes a variable input observer.
The observer is simulated using experimental data from a high-rate system. Different input space
adaptation methods are studied and the performance is compared against an optimized fixed input
strategy. The variable input observer is further studied in a hybrid model-/data-driven formulation,
and results demonstrate significant improvement in performance gained from the added physical
knowledge.
An experimental test bed, developed to validate high-rate structural health monitoring (SHM)
methods in a controllable and repeatable laboratory environment, is modeled as a clamped-pinned-
free beam with mass at the free end. The Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is applied to this unique
configuration to develop analytical solutions of the system. The transverse vibration of a clamped-
pinned-free beam with a point mass at the free end is discussed in detail. Results are derived for
varying pin locations and mass values. Eigenvalue plots of the first five modes are presented along





This dissertation is a compilation of peer-reviewed journal articles that form the chapters. Chap-
ter 2 presents the article titled, “Introduction to state estimation of high-rate system dynamics”
[1], where a new area of research was identified. Systems undergoing harsh extreme environments
also defined as high-rate dynamics (systems experiencing large accelerations/decelerations of > 100
gn for a duration of <100 ms.) can and will often times experience a sudden plastic deformation
to the structure or electronics. The damage can worsen exponentially with time, if left untreated.
Rapid identification and mitigation methods can prevent catastrophic failure. It was identified
that state estimation for these systems are more appropriate than damage identification methods
to maximize the use of the system’s remaining usable life.
An examination of high-rate systems revealed three distinct characteristics inherent to these sys-
tems. These include 1) large uncertainties in the external loads, 2) high levels of non-stationarities
and heavy disturbances; and 3) generations of unmodeled dynamics from changes in system config-
uration. A brief yet thorough review of observers was conducted based on the needs of a high-rate
system. Of the identified complexities of a high-rate system, adaptive observers were found to be
the most applicable. Yet, the slow convergence of adaptive observers was an obstacle that needed
to be addressed.
Chapter 3 presents the article titled, “Study of input space for state estimation of high-rate
dynamics” [2]. The input space of an estimator is studied. Typical input spaces are comprised
of sensor measurements as they become available. Rarely do observers optimize the input space.
Using the embedding theorem [3], an input space is constructed using past data. The input space
technique coupled with an adaptive neuro-observer demonstrated enhanced convergence times. The
demonstration is made through simulations conducted on high-rate data acquired from a laboratory
2
environment. A fixed input space optimized over the entire data set ahead of time is compared with
changes in the optimal input space. Through this study, it is established that the proper selection
of input space can dramatically improve the performance of adaptive systems.
Chapter 4 presents the article titled, “Adaptive wavelet neural network for terrestrial laser
scanner-based crack detection” [4]. An adaptive wavelet neural network estimator is applied to
a point cloud of data acquired from a laser scanner for automatic crack detection. The adaptive
wavelet neural network estimator is similar in construction as the adaptive neuro-observer used in
the input space study [2]. The power of the estimator is demonstrated in its universal approximation
capability.
Using Kohonen’s self organizing network method [5], the percent overlap in wavelets is varied to
control the resolution of estimates allowing for an initial course, yet more compact representation
of the data. This course representation is scanned for high concentration of wavelets to determine
crack locations. The crack location is then rescanned for a higher resolution representation to
further analyze the crack to determine the condition of the structure. Thus an automatic crack
detection strategy is introduced along with a method to compress the data for easy storage.
Chapter 5 presents the article titled, “Variable input observer for nonstationary high-rate dy-
namic systems” [6]. A novel variable input observer (VIO) is introduced. The embedding theorem
[3], formally applicable only to stationary systems, is extended to nonstationary systems for the
first time through the application to stationary segments of data. Using Mutual information (MI)
theory [7] and false nearest neighbors (FNN) algorithm [8], the input space selection is automated.
A smooth adaptation of the input space is proposed to eliminate error spikes and produce superior
estimations compared with other input space adaptation approaches. Furthermore, integrating
physical knowledge to the VIO, making it a hybrid observer, generated better results as opposed
to a pure data-driven VIO.
Chapter 6 presents the article titled, “Transverse vibrations of clamped-pinned-free beam with
mass at free end” [9]. The theoretical solution to a high-rate laboratory apparatus is provided. A
laboratory apparatus defined as a clamped-pinned-free beam with mass at free end was designed and
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built for validation of high-rate structural health monitoring techniques. Using the Euler-Bernoulli
beam theory [10], the eigenvalues and mode shapes are calculated. The theoretical solution is
validated through experimental data. For future studies, a path for algorithm validation is pre-
sented first through a laboratory apparatus designed with repeatable nonstationary time-varying
parameters and second through a proposed hybrid observer.
Chapter 7 summarizes the key contributions of this research. More specifically, they are listed
as follows.
• Chapter 2 established a new area of research identified as high-rate state estimation, identified
three key research challenges as: 1) Large uncertainties in the external loads; 2) high levels of
non-stationarities and heavy disturbances; and 3) generations of unmodeled dynamics from
changes in system configuration, and presented a path to solving the problem through the
use of adaptive data-driven observers determined by a literature search.
• Chapter 3 determines that proper input space selection has the ability to dramatically enhance
the convergence times of adaptive observers.
• Chapter 4 validates an adaptive wavelet network through an application to automatic crack
detection.
• Chapter 5 introduces a novel variable input observer with automatic input space selection
using the embedding theorem. The application of the embedding theorem that was previously
limited to stationary data sets is made applicable to nonstationary systems by applying the
theorem to stationary segments of data. It also demonstrates a smooth transitioning method
between input spaces for better estimations, and identifies that hybrid methods of adding
knowledge of a system have the potential to outperform pure data- or model-driven strategies.
• Chapter 6 derives the theoretical solution to a high-rate laboratory apparatus identified as a
clamped-pinned-free beam with mass at free end using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The
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CHAPTER 2. INTRODUCTION TO STATE ESTIMATION OF
HIGH-RATE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
J. Hong, S. Laflamme, J. Dodson, and B. Joyce
Abstract
Engineering systems experiencing high-rate dynamic events, including airbags, debris detection,
and active blast protection systems, could benefit from real-time observability for enhanced perfor-
mance. However, the task of high-rate state estimation is challenging, in particular for real-time
applications where the rate of the observer’s convergence needs to be in the microsecond range.
This paper identifies the challenges of state estimation of high-rate systems and discusses the fun-
damental characteristics of high-rate systems. A survey of applications and methods for estimators
that have the potential to produce accurate estimations for a complex system experiencing highly
dynamic events is presented. It is argued that adaptive observers are important to this research.
In particular, adaptive data-driven observers are advantageous due to their adaptability and lack
of dependence on the system model.
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2.1 Introduction
High-rate dynamics are described as a dynamic response from a high-rate (<100 ms) and high-
amplitude (acceleration > 100 gn) event such as a blast or impact. Systems which experience high-
rate dynamics may undergo rapid changes that could lead to loss of economic investment or human
lives [1]. There are unique challenges associated with research of structural health monitoring for
systems experiencing high-rate dynamics. A system subject to high-rate dynamic environments can
often experience a sudden plastic deformation, and damage can extend to the structure, electronics,
and/or sensors. Rapid state estimation for these systems can be used within a feedback loop to
prevent further damage and complete failure [2]. For example, rapid detection is required in the
deployment of a blast mitigation system or in adapting control decisions for a hypersonic vehicle
following a ballistic impact. In the problem of high-rate dynamic systems, the state estimator
needs to be fast as well as robust to large uncertainties, non-stationarities, and heavy disturbances.
State estimation is required when the desired states cannot be directly measured [3]. The area of
research has been pioneered by Wiener [4], which led to Kalman’s work [5, 6]. Kalman adopted
a practically structured approach, with applications found notably in the spacecrafts used in the
Apollo and Polaris missions. Since then, optimal estimation research has substantially grown in
popularity. In addition, advances in estimation and control theory, along with computer science,
have enabled the development of observers with rapid convergence properties. Such observers have
the potential to produce safer and smarter systems capable of responding to real-time events. In
particular, the capability of an estimator on a mechanical system to sense, analyze, and predict
the health of a system, while experiencing high-rate dynamic environments, could be invaluable for
many different domains. However, this identification and adaptation task can only be conducted
provided an in-time state estimation during the high-rate dynamic event, where high-rate is herein
defined as the microsecond range.
The high-rate problem in mechanical systems contains many complexities that can be summa-
rized as having
• large uncertainties in the external loads;
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• high levels of non-stationarities and heavy disturbances; and
• generations of unmodeled dynamics from changes in system configuration.
A high-rate estimator must also be capable of handling these three main particularities that
differentiate high-rate dynamic systems from other systems. State estimation is often required
for high-rate systems because of the large levels of noise, uncertainties, and disturbances that
contaminate the sensor outputs. However, the end goal of the state estimation could be different
depending on the application. A popular application is damage or fault detection, in particular
when a fast decision needs to be made to protect the integrity of the system, for instance a shutdown.
Another application is in the adaption of physical models. For example, a different control law could
be desirable for a damaged system. Whatever the application may be, state estimation is the first
enabling step.
The objective of this paper is to analyze existing applications and methods of state estimation
that could be useful in solving the high-rate state estimation problem for complex systems that
may have nonlinear and time-varying dynamics. Advantages and disadvantages of each method,
with the focus on microsecond convergence rates, capable of producing accurate estimations will
be surveyed. The system’s observability, or how well the system can be reconstructed from mea-
surements, is a critical concept that underlies the mathematical constructs of state estimators. It
is very difficult to formulate a fully observable model of a complex physical system with high-rate
system dynamics [7]. Because the focus of this paper is on the high-rate estimators’ performance,
we do no go into details about the observability of these complex systems. Here, attention to what
aspects negatively impact convergence of estimators and the comparison between observers will
give insight into how convergence rates between observers may compare. In cases when simplicity
versus complexity of estimators (i.e., for computation, properties, implementation, etc.) is men-
tioned, the connection should be made to convergence rates in the sense that simplicity correlates
to faster convergence rates. However, the performance of observers is application-specific, and the
findings will be dependent on the type of scenario. The observers presented were found to be most
applicable to high-rate systems. The objective is to familiarize the reader with some key observer
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background, and gain some insight into advanced techniques to improve observer performance with
respect to the high-rate state estimation problem.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 discusses applications where high-
rate state estimation could be useful. Section 2.3 describes the specific challenges associated with
state estimation of high-rate dynamics. Section 2.4 gives the background on general types of
observers and their broad applications. Section 2.5 makes a case for adaptive observers and their
application to high-rate dynamics. Section 2.6 discusses the key contributions of this research and
the organization of this dissertation.
2.2 Applications for High-Rate State Estimation
This section discusses engineering systems for which high-rate state estimation can be particu-
larly useful. Examples include civil structures exposed to blast, automotive safety systems against
collisions, debris strikes to space shuttles, and aerial vehicles.
2.2.1 Civil Structures Exposed to Blast
The increase in number of terrorist attacks on civilian and military structures is a growing con-
cern. One must also consider accidental events such as gas leaks, vehicular collisions, and chemical
mishaps, all having the potential to cause instantaneous, important changes to civil structures.
These important events have the potential to jeopardize the structural integrity resulting in partial
or total loss. Passive blast mitigation strategies have been developed to absorb some shock. These
methods include friction elements, laminated windows, hardened concrete, etc. [8, 9, 10]. However,
passive mitigation techniques are limited in performance. As an improvement, semi-active and
active mitigation methods have been researched and discussed.
One example of active blast mitigation is proposed by Wadley et al. in [11]. The authors
discussed using high-speed actuators to deploy pre-compressed cellular material when a blast wave
is detected. Electromagnetic emission sensors are capable of detecting the blast milliseconds before
the wave arrival, therefore allowing time for the actuators to react. Using this technique, the
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material is able to absorb the shock waves through momentum cancellation. This method offers a
larger shock absorption potential over passive methods. Nevertheless, the method is not capable of
adaptive actuation based on the blast dynamics. While the utilization of adaptive actuation may
improve blast mitigation performance, the reliance on a control rule adds computational time, let
alone the reaction time of the actuation. As an example, the time of arrival of a blast produced
by a 10 kg Trinitrotoluene (TNT) fluctuates between 0.3 and 100 ms for a distance of 1 to 40 m,
requiring the sensing, estimation, and actuation process to be less than the time of arrival. In this
situation, a high-rate observer would be critical in enabling the technology.
2.2.2 Automotive Safety Systems against Collisions
Fatal car accidents are on the rise [12] and improvements in our current safety measures have
potential to decrease this number significantly. Current research in this field is geared toward
smarter safety systems. An example is seen in [13], where the authors proposed a stereovision-
based sensing method using stereo cameras and intelligent algorithms. The system classifies the
occupant to determine if a child is present or if one of the passengers is in an unsafe position
before deploying airbags. Although airbags play an important role in saving lives [14], this method
addresses the issue that airbag systems unfortunately do sometimes cause unnecessary or even fatal
injuries [15]. The child detection aspect is rather simple in that it can be done at the moment the
vehicle is started. However, the unsafe position calculation is more challenging due to the fact that
the calculation has to be done as an accident is occurring, in a fraction of a second [16]. The authors
use a thin plate spline algorithm to boast processing times of 960 ms for the entire operation. It
follows that smart vehicle safety systems could benefit from a high-rate observer robust to the
nonstationary behaviors of the human body. It may, similar to the blast mitigation technology,
enable the integration of more complex and better performing feedback systems.
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2.2.3 Space Shuttle and Aerial Vehicles Prone to In-Flight Anomalies
The loss of the Columbia space shuttle in 2003 has brought light to the destructive potential
of debris strikes. During the launch phase, a piece of insulating foam broke off and impacted the
leading edge of the left wing, while traveling at a velocity of 705 m/s [17]. This caused a breach
in the thermal protection system ultimately leading to the destruction during re-entry [18]. This
catastrophe led to the research and development of the NASA Debris Radar (NDR). The NDR uses
sophisticated methods to target and track debris during launch. It is also capable of automatic
debris characterization assigning ballistic numbers to assess the material type, size, release location,
and threat associated with the object [19]. However, the NDR is an offsite ground radar system.
There are scenarios where ground intervention is not possible, for instance during communication
delays or visibility limitations. Furthermore, the NDR only provides information during ascent. In
the case of Columbia, the damage occurred during launch, but the loss occurred during re-entry. It
follows that an onboard spacecraft structural health monitoring system could improve the in-time
detectability of damage. Analogous to space shuttles, aerial vehicles often face the possibility of
damage arising from impact with foreign objects including bird, hail, and lightning strikes. Any
damage during flight can cause issues in dangerous navigational uncertainties. Because of the
speed at which space shuttles and aerial vehicles travel and the rate at which damage may occur,
a high-rate estimator has the potential to substantially improve safety through early detection of
anomalies.
In addition, the aerospace industry is making advancements in hypersonic aerial vehicles and
airframes that have the possibility of facing challenges similar to those of space shuttles. Hypersonic
is defined as speeds of Mach 5 or greater [20]. Mach 5 at an altitude of 10,000 m and −50 ◦C
corresponds to 1.5 km/s (0.93 mi/s). In comparison, the average Boeing passenger aircraft cruises
at 600 mph or about Mach 0.8. It follows that a hypersonic vehicle travels at speeds at least six
times greater than conventional passenger airplanes. At these speeds, there are possibilities for
problems to quickly turn catastrophic. For instance, the distance traveled at Mach 5 is equivalent
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to 1.5 m (4.9 ft) over 1 ms. A 1.5 MHz sampling rate is necessary to obtain a 1 mm (0.04 in) travel
resolution, thus requiring a high-rate observer.
2.3 Challenges in State Estimation for Systems Experiencing High-Rate
Dynamics
State estimation of high-rate dynamics offers unique challenges. By definition of high-rate,
estimators applicable to this research area will require rapid convergence. Take the hypothetical
example of a civil structure exposed to blast equipped with an actively controlled protection system.
The large uncertainties in the external loads appears in the form of lack of knowledge on the blast.
The time, location, and size of the blast are all unknown. When a structure experiences a blast, it
is likely to experience some damages, which amount to non-stationarities and heavy disturbances.
Structural damage will result in the generation of unmodeled dynamics in the form of changes in
dynamic parameters, which will affect the controller performance. In this section, we describe the
details of the complexities associated with high-rate systems.
2.3.1 High-Rate Systems-Specific Challenges
More precisely, high-rate systems are characterized by system complexities to include noise,
uncertainty, unknown inputs, time varying parameters/states, and disturbances. Due to the high
amplitude of events, noise can be introduced in many ways such as metal parts chattering at
interfaces, circuit boards flexing, etc. There are many uncertainties in high-rate systems due to
material response at high rates of loading being unknown [21] as well as uncertainties in boundary
conditions. Unknown inputs are due to environmental influences that excite the system, and
may include different dynamics, levels of chaos, and amplitudes for a single system. High-rate
systems normally contain some time-varying component that results from damage or changes in
mechanical configuration from deformation of parts. In addition, disturbances may be present from
the turbulent nature of the system which may excite resonances at the system or sensor levels. The
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challenges to making accurate estimations in the presence of these system complexities are briefly
discussed in what follows.
Conventional estimators fail at quickly estimating states when noise and uncertainties are
present [22]. In practical applications, noise may arise from sensor measurements, algorithm im-
plementation, contaminating estimation values, etc. The KF can be used to suppress noise if the
noise function is appropriately built into its architecture. This noise suppression comes with added
computational costs. To reduce the convergence time, the observer gain may be increased. This,
however, can negatively impact the precision of the estimation as the noise can be amplified. One
solution is a Uniform Robust Exact Observer (UREO) as proposed in [23]. It is tunable, and can
achieve optimal convergence, while maintaining precision under measurement noise.
Uncertainty is another common issue for many practical applications. For example, a major
challenge for observer-driven algorithms used to estimate reaction rates in stirred tank bioreactors
is in the difficulty of modeling the growth kinetics of micro-organisms [24]. Various techniques have
been researched to deal with system uncertainties. For structural damage detection, methods for
the formulation of objective functions using incomplete model data have been developed [25]. Self-
tuning fusion Kalman filters based on steady-state Riccati equations are demonstrated for systems
with completely unknown model parameters and noise variances [26].
There are cases for which the inputs to the system are unknown due to lack of sensors or faults in
the system. For these cases, special design considerations can be made to guarantee accurate state
or parameter estimations. In particular, the High Gain Observer (HGO) in [27] incorporates an
auxiliary-variable to estimate unknown unsteady inputs. Reference [28] describes the usefulness of
an Unknown Input Observer (UIO) for making estimations when only the output to estimate state
variables is available. Originally, UIOs for a plant could be designed if and only if the plant was
of minimum phase. Further development of the UIO in [28] provides alternatives to the minimum
phase condition. UIO for nonlinear systems with both noise and uncertainties also require further
research. One possibility is presented in [22], where a robust UIO for nonlinear systems is capable
of handling both noise and uncertainty.
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System models containing nonlinearities other than those from the time-varying parameters
are termed parameter varying nonlinear (PVNL) systems. A sufficient condition for asymptotic
convergence is developed for a two degree-of-freedoms Arcak nonlinear observer in [29]. The Arcak
observer form contains two observer gain matrices of which the method is extended to optimize the
second observer gain. The technique is further augmented to PVNL systems using finite dimensional
relaxation method for quadratic parameter dependent Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI).
Systems operating at high-speeds may encounter unmodeled higher order dynamics, which
can cause resonance, also considered as disturbances. Such resonance can lead to a decrease in
estimation performance and irregular accuracy. Disturbance observers (DOB), usually used in
control applications, estimate a disturbance using a low-pass filter and an inverse of the nominal
model. The estimated signal is used to cancel disturbances within a system, which in turn makes
the system robust to uncertainties and disturbances [30]. In general, high robustness is difficult
to achieve using DOB because of estimation delays attributed to pole allocation. A position-
acceleration integrated disturbance observer (PAIDO) was proposed as a high-performance DOB
[31]. The PAIDO structure incorporates accelerometer measurements to enlarge the frequency
bandwidth of the disturbance estimation to provide better robustness [32].
Another challenge is that many of the above mentioned techniques add complexities to the
estimation algorithms, which slow the computational time. The decrease in computational time
is another big hurdle for high-rate estimation for obvious reasons. The next section will give an
example of a high-rate laboratory experiment and argue that a simple fast estimator is not sufficient
for high-rate systems.
2.3.2 High-Rate Dynamic Example
An example of a high-rate laboratory experiment is shown in Figure 2.1. Figure 2.1(a) is a
picture of an MTS-66 drop tower designed to generate various impact conditions. In Figure 2.1b
is an electronics unit which consists of four circuit boards with high-g Meggitt 72 accelerometers
mounted on each. These high-g accelerometers are able to accurately measure accelerations of
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120,000 gn or 120 kgn [33], where 1 gn = 9.81 m/s
2 = 32.2 ft/s2. The electronics are potted in
the canister with potting material to secure all parts in place. Figure 2.1c shows the deceleration
profile from three different tests, exhibiting varying time series behaviors for all three tests. These
differences are attributed to the complex high-rate nature of the experiment.
Although the experimental setup may appear simple, this high-rate problem contains many
complexities. When the drop tower is operated, the cables, which are hardwired from the ac-
celerometers to the data acquisition system, whip violently adding noise to the measurements.
Careful consideration in wires are taken to minimize the noise effect, but noise cannot be elimi-
nated. The metal interfaces rattle upon large impacts, also adding noise. The uncertainties in this
example include the unknown high-rate response of the circuit board and potting materials, and
the unknown changing boundary conditions such as the bond of the potting material to the interior
of the canister. The precise input to the system resulting from the drop tower impact is unknown.
Disturbances created from sensor and/or system resonance is not obvious in these tests, however,
it is not uncommon in larger impact tests.
Figure 2.1: Experimental setup: (a) MTS-66 drop tower; (b) electronics unit; and (c) deceleration
from three tests.
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The deceleration event in drop tower tests typically lasts for 0.5 ms. Due to the short duration
of high-rate events, fast estimators are required. Furthermore, the estimator must be capable of
handling system complexities mentioned above. In contrast, examples of fast estimators can be
seen in the sensorless control of induction motors or alternating current (AC) motors, commonly
used in industrial applications [34]. Different methods have been explored for estimating states
of induction motors. Bodson et al. in [35] demonstrate precise motor controls in 73 ms using
backward difference for the position measurement using low-pass filtering with a nonlinear observer
constructed using a mathematical model of the system. Xu et al. in [36] show an adaptive sliding
observer capable of a computation time for one update of 19 µs, and an Extended Kalman Filter
(EKF) capable of 86 µs using a 250 MHz processor. Zhang et al. in [37] compare the performance
of a Luenberger observer (LO), sliding mode observer (SMO), and an EKF. Using a 150 MHz
processor, one update took the LO and SMO 5 µs to converge, while the EKF took 100 µs. These
observers demonstrate the capability of performance in the microsecond range appealing to the
high-rate problem.
While the research efforts surveyed above represent important progress in state estimation,
in most cases a particular state-estimator type addresses a specific system complexity challenge.
As argued previously, the critical challenge with high-rate state estimation is associated with the
presence of most of the discussed complexities in a single system. In the next section, a brief survey
on observers is conducted to develop a foundation for a potential solution. The survey is intended
to provide the reader with a broad background to understand the possible impact that the choice
of an observer may have on systems experiencing high-rate dynamics.
2.4 Background on Observers and Their General Applicability
This section reviews typical families of observers in view of the applicability to the state-
estimation problem. The most simplistic class of observers are those designed for linear and idealized
systems. Such observers have, typically, fast computation time and convergence due to the triviality
of computations. The Luenberger Observer (LO) [38] is a classic observer used for linear systems
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with well-defined numerical models. The LO has proven itself to be valuable in the areas of system
monitoring and regulations, detecting, and identifying failures in dynamic systems [39]. However,
since the LO is heavily dependent on the mathematical model of the system, disturbances, dynamic
uncertainties, and nonlinearities can be particularly challenging. The KF [40] can be used in linear
applications where noise is present and characterized as Gaussian [36]. The reason for the word
“filter” stems from the fact that the algorithm filters through noisy data to converge to accurate
estimations. While the KF typically produces estimations with higher accuracy than the LO, its
implementation is more complex [37] due to possibly unmodeled nonlinearities in the system model
and ill-conditioning of the covariance matrix [41]. The Sliding Mode Observer (SMO) [42] can be
an alternative to provide very good robustness [43, 44, 45, 46, 47], but is sensitive to the choice of
gain [48]. The SMO exhibits ripples in the presence of external noise [37].
Tuning of observers for linear systems can be conducted through the pole placement method.
The pole placement method allows the tuner to determine observer gain matrix values based on the
desired eigenvalues for system stability and convergence. The preferred location of the eigenvalues
depends on the application. Generally, the further to the left in the complex plane or the more
negative the real part of the pole, the faster the convergence rate. Placing the poles too far left may
amplify noise [49]. The LO, KF, and SMO may exhibit high convergence rates for linear systems.
However, the majority of practical problems are nonlinear and complex. For this reason, observers
built for nonlinear systems are more appropriate for applications to the high-rate state estimation
problem. They are discussed in what follows.
2.4.1 Observers for Nonlinear Systems
Observers for nonlinear systems can be classified into three main estimation methods: data-
driven, statistical, and model-driven methods [50]. Popular data-driven methods include nonlinear
autoregressive moving average (NARMAX) models [51], fuzzy logic [52] and neural network (NN)
estimators [53]. The performance of data-driven method is linked to the quality of data mining and
interpretation algorithms, and an additional limitation can be found in the computational time
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required to achieve an appropriate estimate [54]. Data-driven methods were developed as tools
to process information without knowledge of a system’s dynamics, particularly useful for handling
very complex systems. For instance, Geetha et al. [55] compared the performance of an NN and an
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) based state filter for the application to a Continuous Stirred Tank
Reactor (CSTR). The performance metric indicated that the NN displayed smaller errors in the
estimations over a unit sampling time than the EKF, because the CSTR had complex, nonlinear
dynamics, which are difficult to characterize.
Statistical methods include Least Squares Estimator (LSE) [56], Maximum Likelihood Estima-
tor (MLE) [57], and Particle Filters [58]. The advantage of statistical methods is the probabilistic
prediction capabilities based on known parameters. These techniques can be used for nonlinear
models with non-normal data. They bypass the need for linearized dynamic equations allowing
global convergence of estimations. Statistical methods with simple properties such as the Least
Squares method are popular in control, signal processing, and prediction theory applications. For
instance, Ortega [59] discusses a method for reducing an online Least Squares parameter estimator
to a set of regression vectors, which guarantees a finite convergence time. The weakness of this
approach is the algorithm’s extreme sensitivity to noise. Franzho and Sherman [60] introduced
a minimum variance spectral estimator, also known as Capon’s maximum likelihood spectral es-
timator, that converges to a signal point spectrum even with no knowledge of the noise spectral
characteristics, making it robust to contaminating noise types. Bai et al. in [61] proposed a robust
statistical estimator that takes an analytic center approach for bounded error parameter estima-
tion. The analytic center estimate minimizes the logarithmic average output error and can be
implemented in a sequential form. This method comes with increased computational complexity.
In [62], a Modified Recursive Least Squares estimation technique was developed for adaptive control
applications were the weaker sufficiently exciting [63] condition is more likely to be satisfied than
the stronger persistently exciting [64] condition. A general limitation of statistical methods is the
reliance on available data sets for training and/or extraction of probability distribution functions.
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Model-driven methods include the EKF, Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF), variations of the
SMO, HGO, Nonlinear Extended State Observer (NESO), Robust State Estimators (RSE), and
many more. The EKF uses a linear approximation of the nonlinear system [65] either by taking the
derivative of the nonlinear function or by applying a Taylor series expansion to the desired order of
the approximation. Depending on the order of the approximation, the observer is termed reduced,
full, or higher order [41]. A challenge with the EKF is the linearization of the system making
the corresponding propagation equations available only to the neighborhood of the estimate [66].
The EKF can be difficult to implement, difficult to tune, and highly unstable unless the system
is nearly linear on the time scales of the update calculations [67]. It requires longer time for
convergence compared with the LO and SMO as its computations are more complex [37]. The
EKF is also difficult to apply to nonlinear systems with time varying parameters, particularly in
the presence of noise [24]. The UKF uses the true nonlinear model and approximates a Gaussian
distribution of the state random variable. The UKF avoids the use of complex Jacobian and Hessian
matrices, making it easier to implement than the EKF with simpler computations [68]. Crassidis
and Markley [69] demonstrated the superiority of the UKF with respect to the EKF in terms of
accuracy, computational costs, and ease of implementation. Charles et al. [70] discussed the Utkin
and Walcottzak variations of the SMO observers, both being robust estimators. However, both
variations of the SMO underperform in the estimation of states when some inputs are unavailable.
HGO uses a sufficiently high observer gain that will guarantee good performance of the observer in
terms of accuracy and speed of convergence [71]. For most cases, the HGO is used as an LO-type
estimator with large gain and the application is for estimating slowly varying states or inputs [27]. A
disadvantage of the HGO is strong chattering when the gain is very large [72]. The NESO actively
estimates the states, uncertainty, and unknown disturbances even when the system is unknown
[73, 29]. The RSE guarantees robustness of the designed estimator if time invariant nominal system
matrices, constant filter design parameters, and stationary external inputs conditions are met. The
computational complexity is comparable with that of the KFs [74].
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There are other model-driven observers used to estimate nonlinear systems. To name a few, in
[75], an SMO was implemented on a system that was linearized using global linearization. Ticlea
and Besancon [76] discussed an immersion-based observer design, where the dimension of the state
is increased beyond what is done in the ESO, in order to obtain a new representation better suited
for observer design. The Fokker-Planck Equations (FPE) are used to transform space and time
fractional partial differential equations to a system of ordinary differential equations that are more
easily solved [77], which could reduce computational time. Daum in [78] designed an exact nonlinear
recursive filter where instead of linearizing nonlinear equations as conducted with the EKF, the filter
solves a special class of nonlinear problems exactly with comparable computation complexity to the
EKF. The coordinate transformations with output injections method is studied in [79, 80, 81, 82].
The authors in [83] propose a dynamic observer using the Moore-Penrose generalized matrix inverse
of the state matrix. The model-driven estimation method has attracted much attention because
it can produce accurate state estimations when it is not possible or practical to have sensors to
characterize every state [84]. Furthermore, the mathematical models required for control purposes
are readily available [85]. Table 2.1 summarizes the observers discussed in this section in terms of
general applicability to the problem of high-rate state estimation.
2.5 Adaptive Observers
A useful tool to cope with the problem of system complexities are adaptive observers (AOs).
AOs can be used to estimate states and parameters using input-output measurements, ideal for
handling uncertainty in state estimation [86]. They are typically characterized by asymptotic
stability but slow convergence rates [87]. These observers are often modifications of the observers
discussed in Section 2.4 that use linear transformations, such as the LO, SMO, and versions of the
KF. In particular, adaptive observers have been proposed to estimate the unmeasurable states for
different classes of nonlinear systems [88].
Adaptive versions of the HGO and the EKF have been studied in [89]. The high gain aspect
of the HGO serves to eliminate the nonlinear part of the system, while allowing rapid convergence,
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Table 2.1: Summary of observers in terms of general applicability to the problem of high-rate state
estimation.
Observer Type Application to High-Rate State Estimation Reference
Luenberger Observer (LO) Very fast convergence rates, but generally applies to linear sys-
tems with precise nominal models, thus inadequate for high-
rate problem.
[39]
Sliding Mode Observer (SMO) High robustness and improved results for inaccurate models,
but sensitive to choice of gain limiting the convergence rate.
[43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48]
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) High accuracy for nonlinear systems with added noise, but
complex implementation leading to poor convergence rates.
[41, 37]
Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) Better convergence rates and higher accuracy than the EKF
for it uses true nonlinear model, avoids complex Jacobian and
Hessian matrices, and is easier to implement.
[68]
High-Gain Observer (HGO) Accurate and fast convergence rates for estimating slowly vary-
ing states or inputs making it inadequate for high-rate prob-
lems.
[71, 27]
Nonlinear Extended State Observer (NESO) Offers robustness to system uncertainty and external distur-
bances. Outperformed both HGO and SMO in a comparative
study.
[73, 39]
Robust State Estimator (RSE) Guarantees robustness for time invariant systems, constant fil-
ter design parameters, and stationary external inputs, however
the convergence rate is similar to Kalman Filters.
[74]
thus making it a good candidate for nonlinear systems. On the other hand, the EKF filters out
system or process noise, therefore advantageous for field applications. The two were combined to
create a high-gain extended Kalman filter (HG-EKF) [89], which possesses the advantages of both
estimators. The authors showed that the resulting HG-EKF could converge at a desired speed with
the tuning of only one parameter, while also being capable of noise rejection. Although promising,
a key issue with the HG-EKF is with the exponential convergence occurring only at the beginning
of the estimation process from the initial condition. Large perturbations in the system are difficult
to estimate if they are not already modeled within the system. This issue was overcome with the
development of the adaptive gain extended Kalman filter (AG-EKF) [89]. The main advantages of
this observer are the noise rejection and the ability to estimate perturbations. The trade-off is that
the convergence rate of the AG-EKF is slower than the HGO or HG-EKF due to the algorithm’s
complexity.
While showing great promise, AOs are known to have slower convergence rate. In related
studies, Shahrokhi and Morari [87] attributed this problem to the utilization of single observation
errors. An arbitrarily fast convergence rate is achieved with the use of a discrete identifier, which
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uses multiple output errors. Global asymptotic stability is assured for sufficiently rich inputs. This
method is shown to be robust and insensitive to input types and initial conditions. Khaytati and
Zhu [88] identifies that complicated adaptation laws are the cause of slow convergence. As a solu-
tion, an adaptive observer with exponential parameter estimation dynamics for nonlinear systems
with unmeasured regression terms is introduced, requiring Lipschitz and bounded nonlinearity con-
straints. In this AO configuration, a parameter can be selected as large enough to increase the
rate of convergence. However, if the value is too large, it will attenuate the gain matrix. Rajamani
[90] shows that the stability of the system is not based on eigenvalues alone. The eigenvalues have
to be located sufficiently far left in the complex plane and the eigenvectors need to be sufficiently
well-conditioned. This condition is limited in the sense that the Lipschitz constant of the nonlinear
part has to be small. To obtain less conservative results, a generalized Lipschitz condition is used
in conjunction with an adaptive observer for a wider class of nonlinear systems [3]. Byrski and
Byrski [91] proposed a modification of a modulating functions method (MFM), which enables rapid
identification of step changes to parameters with minimal time delays in the estimations. There are
several different solutions to increasing the rate of convergence for adaptive observers as potential
candidates to high-rate estimation problems as previously discussed and summarized in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Adaptive observer addressed challenges and solutions to increase convergence rates.
Addressed Challenge Solution Reference
Sensitivity to noise HG-EKF
[89]
Sensitivity to large perturbations AG-EKF
Arbitrary fast convergence Using multiple output errors [87]
Adaptation laws Exponential parameter estimation [88]
Broad applicability Generalized Lipschitz condition [3]
Fast identification of step changes MFM [91]
Model-driven methods have the advantage of providing precise measures of damage due to the
availability of models, therefore enabling condition assessment and system prognosis. However,
they require knowledge of the physical model, which is a difficult task for real-world systems. Ad-
ditionally, high-rate systems may experience changes in the structure requiring different model
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parameters than initially specified. Statistical methods can identify faults through a probabilistic
measure, and may be used to conduct prognosis by evaluating the probability of faults, but require
knowledge of probability distribution functions. The statistical properties are usually calculated
from numerous tests, which is difficult to achieve for high-rate systems. Data-driven methods,
in general, can provide accurate estimations based on pattern recognition and classification. Al-
ternatively, they require precise examples and extensive training over available data set. Due to
the spontaneous occurrence of high-rate events, little insight is provided in the external loads and
system changes. Model- and statistics-driven methods will require significant developments to be
applicable to high-rate systems.
Adaptive data-driven methods, on the other hand, can be seen as black-box systems capable of
handling uncertainties found in state estimation [86]. These methods were developed as tools to
process information without any knowledge of a system’s dynamics. This makes data-driven meth-
ods particularly useful for dealing with very complex systems. Geetha et al. in [55] compared an
NN estimator against an EKF-based state filter for continuous stirred tank reactors. The results
of the study indicated smaller errors in the estimations over a unit sampling time with the use
of NN estimators over the EKF due to the complex nonlinear dynamics difficult to characterize.
DeCruyenaere et al. in [92] showed that data-driven neural networks were generally capable of out-
performing KFs particularly when the system includes nonlinearities or non-Gaussian process noise.
Mosavi in [93] showed that, while Kalman filters had higher accuracy in global positioning systems,
recursive neural networks offered overall better performance due to their faster computations times.
Hybrid approaches also count advantages by combining strengths in model- and data-driven
techniques. A model-driven approach can supplement data-driven methods by accounting for al-
ready understood dynamics. Conversely, data-driven methods can supplement a model-driven
observer by approximating complex or difficult-to-model processes. For example, Psichogios et
al. in [94] used a neural network to capture the complex, nonlinear growth rate of bacteria in a
bioreactor that could then be used in a first-principles system model to find the overall biomass
concentration. Hu et al. in [95] used a multiscale framework approach with EKF to make state-
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of-charge and capacity estimation. These examples demonstrate the need for data-driven methods
for complex systems. This characteristic of the adaptive data-driven method may be particularly
useful for high-rate systems, which face similar challenges.
2.6 Conclusions
High-rate state estimation is a challenging task especially for complex engineering systems
requiring real-time observability to ensure adequate performance. Example applications discussed
civil structures exposed to blast, automotive safety systems, and space shuttle and aerial vehicles
prone to in-flight anomalies. These examples highlighted the high potential of high-rate state
estimators to improve the resiliency of high-rate engineering systems and save lives. The paper
presented a survey of existing applications and methods for state estimation that could be useful
in solving the high-rate state estimation problem.
The specific challenges associated with the high-rate problem were presented. They include large
uncertainties on external loads, high levels of non-stationarities and heavy disturbances, and genera-
tions of unmodeled dynamics from mechanical changes. An induction motor study was presented to
make a distinction between high-rate systems and fast systems. Additionally, a variety of observers
developed to compensate for system complexities of noise, uncertainty, unknown inputs, time vary-
ing parameters/states, and disturbances to improve on performance were discussed. However, these
observers do not address the combination of these challenges which forms the high-rate problem.
In providing a discussion on the suitability of various observers, the strengths and weaknesses
of various methods were introduced at a broad level. Three main categories of observers were
reviewed: data-driven, statistical-driven, and model-driven observers. Generally, data-driven ob-
servers are advantageous when the complexity of a system does not allow for an accurate physical
representation. Statistical methods perform well when prior data is available to produce a good
understanding of the statistical properties of the system’s behavior. Model-driven observers pro-
duce fast and accurate estimations for systems with well defined models. The discussion extended
to adaptive versions of these observers, termed adaptive observers (AOs). It was argued that given
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the complex nature of high-rate systems, data-driven observers have a particular promise because
of the difficulty with creating a representation, and that specifically their adaptive form can be
leveraged to adapt to large levels of uncertainties and complexities. However, AOs are characterized
by slow convergence. Work addressing AOs’ convergence has been reviewed, and it was concluded
that work remains to be done in producing fast AOs.
Of particular interest is the utilization of AOs in hybrid configurations, which may take ad-
vantage of prior knowledge on a system for improved performance. They can be leveraged to
replace dynamics too complex to model with a data-driven approach, possibly leading to signifi-
cantly improved computational time. It follows from the discussion presented in this paper that
adaptive observers and hybrid observers offer a path to developing high-rate observers capable of
microsecond estimation.
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CHAPTER 3. STUDY OF INPUT SPACE FOR STATE ESTIMATION OF
HIGH-RATE DYNAMICS
J. Hong, S. Laflamme, and J. Dodson
Abstract
High-rate dynamic systems are defined as systems being exposed to highly dynamic environments
that comprise high-rate and high-amplitude events. Examples of such systems include civil struc-
tures exposed to blast, space shuttles prone to debris strikes, and aerial vehicles experiencing
in-flight changes. The high-rate dynamic characteristics of these systems provides several possi-
bilities for state estimators to improve performance, including a high potential to reduce injuries
and save lives. In this paper, opportunities and challenges that are specific to state estimation of
high-rate dynamic systems are presented and discussed. It is argued that a possible path to design
of state estimators for high-rate dynamics is the utilization of adaptive data-based observers, but
that further research needs to be conducted to increase their convergence rate. An adaptive neuro-
observer is designed to examine the particular challenges in selecting an appropriate input space
in high-rate state estimation. It is found that the choice of inputs has a significant influence on
the observer performance for high-rate dynamics when compared against a low-rate environment.
Additionally, misrepresentation of a system dynamics through incorrect input spaces produces large
errors in the estimation which could potentially trick the decision making process in a closed loop
system in making bad judgments.
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3.1 Introduction
High-rate dynamic systems are systems being exposed to highly dynamic environments which
comprise of high-rate and high-amplitude events. When exposed to these highly dynamic events,
a system can undergo rapid changes. Examples of such systems include hypersonic vehicles and
impact protection systems. The ability of an estimator to sense, analyze, and predict the state or
health of high-rate dynamic systems could be invaluable to mitigate intolerable costs of human life
or economic loss resulting from unintended failure [1]. If the system is capable of identifying and
adapting to the change in a timely manner, control decisions, such as active mitigation strategies,
can be undertaken to prevent further damage and complete failure [2].
Advances in estimation and control theory, along with computer sciences, enables the devel-
opment of observers with rapid convergence for estimation. Such observers have the potential to
produce smarter, safer, and more effective systems capable of responding to real-time events. While
conventional estimators are not robust to noise and uncertainty, algorithms have been developed
to handle such complexities although not without penalties [3]. In the presence of noise, a Kalman
Filter (KF)-type observer can be used to obtain accurate estimates, but with added computational
costs. Likewise, methods have been developed to overcome heavy computation such as the Uniform
Robust Exact Observers (UREO) [4], objective functions formulated from modal data [5] and self-
tuning fusion Kalman filters [6]. Through these efforts, it is undeniable that modern research in
state estimation has been geared towards producing faster and more efficient observers for systems
with various levels of complexity.
With the growing number of applications needing estimators on high-rate dynamic systems,
the research area of state estimation will soon require algorithms that can robustly estimate the
states of high-rate dynamic systems. The objective of this paper is to illustrate the importance of
addressing the high-rate dynamics-specific challenges, with a particular attention on the importance
that the input space of an observer may play in high-rate dynamics state estimation.
Important challenges in high-rate dynamic systems will be introduced. A path to high-rate
state estimation is discussed, which leverages adaptive observers (AO) as a promising solution for
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complex nonstationary systems. The influence of the input space on a high-rate state estimator will
be studied, and it will be shown that its proper design can substantially enhance the performance
of AO. This investigation will be conducted through simulations of a neuro-observer on high-rate
laboratory experimental data.
3.2 Applications for State Estimation of High-Rate Dynamics
As scientists and engineers are continually developing faster and more powerful mechanical and
civil systems, the concerns for safety is also growing. High-rate systems operate at speeds faster
than human reflexes. Thus, in order to operate safely, they require the incorporation of smarter
systems capable of making decisions that will protect the lives of the operators and/or surrounding
personnel, as well as the financial investments in these high-rate systems. This section discusses
engineering systems for which state estimation of high-rate dynamics can be particularly useful.
Examples include civil structures exposed to blast, space shuttle debris prone to debris strikes, and
aerial vehicle experiencing in-flight changes. They are organized into two categories: 1) impact
detection and mitigation; and 2) in-flight monitoring and rapid guidance adaptability.
3.2.1 Impact Detection and Mitigation
Designing structures to withstand blast is a growing area of research due to the increased number
of terrorist attacks. Military installations are not the only targets as seen in the historical bombings
on civilian buildings such as the World Trade Center in 1993 and the Alfred P. Murrah Federal
Building in 1995. Sources of blast loads for civil structures are not limited to terrorist attacks, but
also include accidental explosions caused by gas leaks, vehicular accidents, and chemicals mishaps.
Blast creates a shock wave of energy that often exceeds the yield strength of the structural material,
causing damage and jeopardizing structural integrity, and may result in partial or total collapses.
Blast mitigation is typically conducted by passive strategies, including friction elements, laminated
windows, hardened concrete, and more [7, 8, 9]. Semi-active and active control methods are also
being investigated.
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An example of an active blast mitigation method can be found in [10]. The authors proposed a
pre-compressed cellular material that deploys before the blast wave arrival. The blast is detected
by electromagnetic emission sensors milliseconds before arrival. The compressed material is then
deployed by high-speed actuators. The compressibility of the material absorbs the shock waves and
the deployment of the material causes momentum cancellation. This active method is preferred
over passive methods because it allows blast mitigation using far less materials. While simulations
showed promise, it was acknowledged that the release of the cellular material just prior to the
arrival of the blast impulse would significantly improve the performance of the proposed procedure.
The engineering of such reactive system would require the development of state estimators of high-
rate dynamics. Specifically, the arrival time of a blast produced by a 10 kg TNT varies from
approximately 0.3 ms at a 1 m range to approximately 100 ms at a 40 m range. It follows that the
reactive system would necessitate sensing, estimation, and actuation below this 0.3 - 100 ms range.
Another example of technology for impact detection and mitigation is airbag systems. According
to the United States Census Bureau, in 2009 10.8 million motor vehicle accidents occurred of which
30,797 where fatal [11]. Not all accidents lead to serious injuries, but of the ones that do, airbags
have played an important role in saving many lives [12]. The airbag control unit uses a combination
of sensors such as accelerometers, impact sensors, wheel tachometers, and brake pressure sensors
to make a quick decision on whether to deploy the airbags or not. The sensor signals enter an
amplifier and are filtered before reaching the airbag control unit. Typical modern systems use
threshold levels for each sensor. If the threshold is met for multiple sensors, the airbags trigger.
However, at times, airbag systems are known to cause unnecessary or even fatal injuries [13].
Improving the airbag system is ongoing research. For instance, research in [14] on stereovision-
based sensing methods uses stereo cameras combined with an intelligent algorithm to determine
the occupant classification (small child or unsafe position) before the deployment of airbags. To
accommodate for the large distortions in the data, a thin plate spline algorithm is used to calculate
a smooth function and interpolate a surface. The child detection is conducted at the moment
the vehicle is started to save on computation time. On the other hand, the unsafe position has
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to be identified during the impact while determining whether to disable or trigger the airbags in
time. This system boasts a processing time of 960 ms. Another area that is being researched is in
adaptive airbag deployment. This technology focuses on deployment force, deployment geometry,
and stiffness of the airbag using multi stage inflators and venting systems [15]. Fatal accidents occur
at a very fast rate, forcing the human body to collide with the interior of the vehicle in a fraction
of a second [16]. Like systems which may experience impact conditions could benefit from state
estimators capable of estimating high-rate dynamics. In the case of airbag systems, estimation
of the high-rate dynamics or impact location of a human-being could result in rapid mitigation
decisions to minimize or eliminate damage and losses by appropriate airbag deployment.
3.2.2 In-Flight Monitoring and Rapid Guidance Adaptability
Debris strike during a space shuttle launch can be catastrophic. The loss of Columbia in 2003,
killing all crew members, arose from the impact of foam insulation to the leading edge of the left
wing during the shuttle launch that caused a breach in the thermal protection system. The foam
insulation separated 81.7 s into the flight at an altitude of 66,000 ft and traveling at a velocity
of 705 m/s [17]. During re-entry, heat pierced the leading-edge insulation, which degraded the
structure of the left wing. This resulted in a weakening of the structure causing loss of control
and eventually destruction of the Orbiter [18]. If the damage had been detected the instant it
occurred, the launch could have been aborted, avoiding the catastrophic failure. Since then, NASA
has developed and uses a NASA debris radar system to target and track debris during ascent.
The NASA debris system automatically detects and characterizes debris. It is capable of assigning
a ballistic number to assess the material type, size, release location, and threat associated with
the object [19]. While this system is very sophisticated, it uses an offsite ground radar system.
Ground intervention is not always possible due to communication delays or visibility issues, and
knowledge of failures is required onboard for operational capabilities [20]. Because of the rate at
which space shuttles travel during launch and re-entry, even soft materials such as insulating foam
behave differently and can pierce through metal panels which may be very difficult to comprehend.
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Nonetheless, these phenomenons are real and estimators to observe systems under high-rate events
are necessary.
More generally, during a flight, aircrafts can experience system failures or damage arising from
the failure of components or from an impact with a foreign object such as a bird strike, hail impact,
and lightning strike. Such events can cause larger issues if it leads to uncertainty in the navigational
decision-making capabilities. In the event of an in-flight failure or damage, rapid estimations
using uncertain data are required to regain and maintain control of the aircraft. The faster the
estimator, the less the error it needs to compensate for. There has been significant research towards
Fault Detection, Isolation and Recovery (FDIR) and prognostics health management sub-systems
[21]. The traditional approach to providing fault estimation for aircraft has been to duplicate
the hardware such as sensors, actuators, and flight control computers. An alternative to this
redundancy is to use a model-based fault detection and diagnosis and generate redundant estimates
of measured signals. To achieve robustness in the model-based methods, different techniques have
been studied to include optimization methods, unknown input observers, sliding mode observers,
and geometric design approaches [22].
Additionally, aerospace technology is moving toward the development of hypersonic passenger
and military airframes, which will most likely face similar challenges of foreign object impacts. A
typical Boeing passenger aircraft can operate at about 600 mph or equivalently about Mach 0.8. By
definition, hypersonic refers to speeds of Mach 5 or greater [23]. High-rate estimators would have
the benefit of increasing reaction time to anomalies by allowing faster decisions, decreasing risks
associated with system failure. For example, Mach 5 at an altitude 10000 m and -50 ◦C corresponds
to an approximate speed of 1500 m/s. If sampling at 1 Hz, there would be 1500 m travel distance
between data points. Alternatively, to obtain a 1 mm resolution while traveling, a sampling rate
of 1.5 MHz would be necessary. At such a rate, for each sample an observer requires to converge,
the vehicle travels 1 mm. And after the convergence of the observer, there will be time delays for
decision making computation and actuator reaction times. Using the input space of a system, we
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can reduce the number of data points required for convergence and increase the decision speed for
monitoring and controlling the high-rate system.
3.3 Challenges Associated with State Estimation of High-Rate Dynamics
Estimating the dynamics states of complex structures with high-rate dynamics is a non-trivial
task. By definition, high-rate dynamic systems require rapid state estimation to optimize guid-
ance and save lives. Moreover, fast estimators should not be confused with state estimation of
“fast” dynamics. For example, state observers for induction motors capable of convergence in the
microsecond range have been reported in literature using an adaptive sliding observer and an Ex-
tended Kalman Filter (EKF) with computation times of 19 µs and 86 µs, respectively for one update
using a 250 MHz processor [24], and using a LO, Sliding Mode Observer (SMO), and EKF with
computation times of µs, 5 µs, and 100 µs, respectively for one update using a 150 MHz processor
[25]. While this demonstrates that microsecond state estimation is possible and currently exists
for some applications, the induction motor itself is not a high-rate dynamic system but instead a
“fast” dynamic system. There are three key factors that differentiate high-rate dynamic systems
from fast dynamic systems. High-rate dynamic systems may have:
• Large uncertainties on the external loads. High-rate events will occur at an undetermined
time with an uncertain amplitude. For example, a man-made blast cannot be predicted in
time and its amplitude largely depends on the explosive used and the detonation distance.
• High levels of nonstationarity and heavy disturbance. A high-rate load may provoke large
changes in the system’s states, and could also significantly alter the system’s dynamic pa-
rameters. For example, an unmanned aerial vehicle could lose a wing following a debris
strike.
• Generations of unmodeled dynamics (noise) from change in mechanical configuration. The
exposure to highly dynamic environments can cause significant changes, which can appear
as noise in measurements. For example, noise may arise from cable movement, flexing of
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the electronics, and threaded interfaces, which may rattle from loss of torque under high
amplitude dynamics.
These factors seen in the form of system complexities (e.g., uncertain systems, noisy systems,
etc.), have been considered in many research, and solutions to specific complexities have been
proposed [5, 6, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. Nevertheless, research is yet to address situations when all
of these factors are combined, also known as the high-rate dynamics problem. A brief survey on
observers is conducted in the next subsections to develop building blocks for a potential solution.
The survey is intended to provide the reader with a general background, and should be used to
understand the possible impact that the choice of an observer may have on systems experiencing
high-rate dynamics. It is divided between fixed and AOs.
3.3.1 Fixed Observers and High-Rate Dynamic Systems
The LO [31] is a classic observer used for linear systems with well-defined numerical models. The
LO has proven itself to be valuable in the areas of system monitoring and regulations, detecting,
and identifying failures in dynamic systems [32]. However, since they are heavily dependent on the
mathematical model of the system, disturbances, dynamic uncertainties, and nonlinearities can be
particularly challenging. The KF [33] can be used in linear applications where noise is present and
characterized as Gaussian [24]. While the KF typically produces estimations with higher accuracy
than the LO, its implementation is more complex [25] due to possibly unmodeled nonlinearities
in the system model and ill-conditioning of the covariance matrix [34]. The SMO [35] can be an
alternative to provide enhanced robustness [36, 37, 38, 39, 40], but it is sensitive to the choice of
gain [41]. It also exhibits ripples in the presence of external noise [25].
Variations of these typical fixed observers have been developed to broaden their applicability
to more complex systems. For instance, EKF uses a linear approximation of the nonlinear system
[44] by either taking the derivative of the nonlinear function or applying a Taylor series expansion
to the desired order of the approximation. A challenge with the EKF is the linearization of the
system making the corresponding propagation equations available only to the neighborhood of the
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Table 3.1: Summary of typical fixed observers in terms of general applicability to the problem of
state estimation of high-rate dynamics.
Observer Type Performance Summary Applicable to High-Rate
Dynamic Systems?
Ref.
Luenberger Observer (LO) Very fast convergence rates for lin-
ear systems with precise system
models
Not applicable, high-rate
dynamic systems are non-
linear and uncertain
[32]
Sliding Mode Observer (SMO) High robustness and improved re-
sults for inaccurate models, but sen-
sitive to choice of gain limiting the
convergence rate





Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) High accuracy for nonlinear systems
with added noise, but complex im-
plementation leading to poor con-
vergence rates
Poses challenges for real-
time and high-rate appli-
cations.
[34, 25]
High-Gain Observer (HGO) Accurate and fast convergence rates
for estimating slowly varying states
or inputs
Not suitable for high-rate
systems
[42, 27]
Robust State Estimator (RSE) Guarantees robustness for time in-
variant systems, constant filter de-
sign parameters, and stationary ex-
ternal inputs
Only applicable to station-
ary high-rate dynamic sys-
tems
[43]
estimate [45]. It requires longer time for convergence compared with the LO and SMO [25]. The
EKF is also difficult to apply to nonlinear systems with time-varying parameters, particularly in the
presence of noise [26]. Reference [46] introduces the Utkin and Walcottzak variations of the SMO
observers. While robust, both of these variations struggle in the estimation of states when some
inputs are unavailable. The high gain observer (HGO) uses a sufficiently high observer gain that
will guarantee good performance of the observer in terms of accuracy and speed of convergence [42].
For most cases, the HGO is used as an LO-type estimator with large gain and the application is
for estimating slowly varying states or inputs [27]. A disadvantage of the HGO is strong chattering
when the gain is very large [47]. Lastly, the robust state estimator (RSE) guarantees robustness of
the designed estimator if time invariant nominal system matrices, constant filter design parameters,
and stationary external inputs conditions are met. However, the computational complexity is
comparable with that of the KFs [43]. Table 3.1 summarizes the observers discussed in this section
in terms potential weaknesses for high-rate systems.
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3.3.2 Adaptive Observers and High-Rate Dynamic Systems
AOs are often modifications of the fixed observers discussed previously. For example, adaptive
versions of the HGO and the EKF have been studied in [48]. The high gain aspect of the HGO
serves to eliminate the nonlinear part of the system while allowing rapid convergence, thus making
it a good candidate for nonlinear systems. The EKF is useful to filter out system or process noise,
therefore advantageous for field applications. The two observers were combined to create a high-
gain extended Kalman filter (HG-EKF), which possesses the advantages of both estimators. The
authors showed that the resulting HG-EKF could converge at a desired speed with the tuning
of only one parameter, while also being capable of noise rejection. Although promising, a key
issue with the HG-EKF is with the exponential convergence occurring only at the beginning of
the estimation process from the initial condition. Large perturbations in the system are difficult
to estimate if they are not already modeled within the system. This issue was overcome with the
development of the adaptive gain extended Kalman filter (AG-EKF). The main advantages of this
observer are the noise rejection and the ability to estimate perturbations. The trade-off is that the
convergence rate of the AG-EKF is not as good as the HGO or HG-EKF due to the algorithm’s
complexity.
A coupled technique of system identification and state estimation has been proposed before.
Plett in [49] proposed a joint EKF method, where a weight EKF estimates the system parameters
and a state EKF estimates the system states. Hu et. al. in [50] proposed an update to the
joint EKF method to provide multiscale estimation. The two EFKs run concurrently to maintain
accurate estimates of the state of charge (SOC) and capacity of lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries,
which degrade with age. In the multiscale case, a macro time-scale is used to adapt the slowly
varying parameters, while a micro time-scale is used to adapt the fast varying states. By using a
multiscale framework, the estimation process is accelerated. Nevertheless, from the high-rate view
point, the Li-ion battery is a slow time-varying system with smaller uncertainties. It is argued that
the minimal representation by use of input space will indeed decrease computational times.
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3.3.3 A Path to State Estimation of High-Rate Dynamics
Further developments and extensions of state-of-the-art fixed and adaptive observers need to be
conducted in order to broaden the applicability of observers to the problem of state estimation of
high-rate dynamic systems. While many paths could be undertaken to achieve that goal, the authors
are noting the particular promise of adaptive data-based observers. AOs have been proposed to
estimate the unmeasurable states for different classes of nonlinear systems [51]. They are typically
characterized by asymptotic stability [52], but are known to have slower convergence rates. In
related studies, reference [52] attributed this problem to the utilization of single observation errors,
while reference [51] explained this slow convergence by the complexity of the adaptive law. AOs
can be used to estimate states and parameters using input-output measurements, ideal for handling
uncertainty in state estimation [53]. Methods include fuzzy logic [54] and neural network (NN)
estimators [55]. The performance of data-based method is linked to the quality of data mining and
interpretation algorithms, and an additional limitation can be found in the computational time
required to achieve an appropriate estimate [56].
The adaptable characteristics of a state estimator is deemed critical for high-rate dynamic
systems given the high levels of uncertainties, nonstationarity, disturbance, and noise that they can
undergo. Data-based solutions can also be particularly helpful at providing important flexibility
by enabling state estimation without the reliance on a model, in particular for highly uncertain
and nonstationary systems. For dynamic parameters undergoing large variations, a hybrid form
between data- and model-based solutions could be used to accelerate convergence. For instance,
a data-based technique would be used as a system identifier fed into a model-based technique. It
follows that, while the authors selected an adaptive data-based approach as a possible path to the
high-rate state estimation challenge, other viable techniques exist. Examples include dual methods
of system identification and state estimation using KFs for time-varying systems [50], modal-based
methods including numerical algorithms for subspace state space system identification [57] and
eigensystem realization algorithm [58], and statistical methods including particle filters [59] and
unscented Kalman filters [60].
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The data-based adaptive state estimators are in essence black-box models that could be pre-
trained or adapted sequentially. In the high-rate dynamics problem, pre-training could be difficult
for a certain set of systems given the uncertainty on external loads. Sequential adaptation is also
challenging, because the system is required to learn and perform on-the-spot. Algorithms capable
of sequential adaptation and immediate performance have been studied in the field of structural
control for mitigation of unknown excitations in uncertain systems [61, 62]. However, sequential
adaptation will typically yield larger initial errors and a slower convergence rate, and it follows that
such observer needs to be designed appropriately.
The sequential adaptive learning problem can be simplified as the construction of a function
characterizing an input-output system. This problem has been researched and addressed in many
fields through various machine learning methods. When looking at high-rate dynamic systems as
input-output systems, a key feature that distinguishes them is the vast quantity of input data.
Even in the case of a single sensor, the very large sampling rate will result in the accumulation of
a vast time series vector. It results that one needs to decide which part of this time series would
be fed as input, or how many delayed observations will constitute the inputs such as:
ŷk = f(yi(t), yi(t− τ), yi(t− 2τ), · · · , yi(t− (d− 1)τ))
= f(ν(τ, d))
(3.1)
where ŷk is the estimated state, yi is an observation i, τ is a time delay, and d is the dimension of
the input space ν, with ν termed the delay vector [63]. These parameters must be selected carefully
in order to guarantee a certain level of performance. The procedure to select an input space in
data-based techniques is often overlooked. The selection of input may influence computation time,
adaptation speed, effects of the curse of dimensionality, understanding of the representation, and
model complexity [64, 65, 66, 67]. Available selection techniques include the filter methods, where
the input selection is independent of the black-box model [68], the wrapper methods, where the
results from the black-box model are used to rank and select the inputs [69], and the embedding
methods, where selected inputs are used for adapting the representation [70]. Automatic input
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selection methods have been discussed [71, 72, 67, 73, 74], but they are traditionally applied offline
and necessitates pre-training. In the case of high-rate dynamic systems, as it will be demonstrated
in the next section, the selection of the input space is critical to the observer’s performance, and
the optimal input space varies as a function of events.
3.4 Study of System Input Space
We demonstrate the importance of the input space selection for high-rate dynamic systems
by designing a neuro-observer and evaluating its performance as a function of different inputs.
The design of the neuro-observer is presented in detail below. The subsequent subsection presents
and discuses results from the simulation of the state estimation of a system experiencing high-
rate dynamics. Note that the design of the neuro-observer was kept simple in order to focus the
discussion on the importance of the input space selection. One could certainly design an adaptive
observer that would provide, overall, better performance.
3.4.1 Neuro-observer Architecture





where h represents the number of nodes, γ the nodal weights of node j, and φ is the activation
function taken as a Mexican hat wavelet
φ(ν) =
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where µ and σ are the wavelet centers and bandwidths, respectively, and ‖ · ‖2 is the 2-norm. The
neuro-observer is designed to be capable of sequential adaptive learning, whereas no prior training
is necessary. To do so, a self-organizing mapping architecture is adopted to minimize the network
size [75]. This self-organization is conducted by adding a node if a new observation falls outside
an Euclidean distance threshold D to the closest node. When a new node j is added, it is given a
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weight γj initially equal to zero, a center µj at the location of the new observation, and bandwidth
σj of the newly added wavelet initially set at 10000. The network is then put in an adaptation
mode, where weights and bandwidths are adapted following a back-propagation rule. With the





where ỹ is the observation error between the estimated and the measured state and Γζ is the
learning rate associated with the adaptive parameter ζ. The stability of the adaptation rule has
been derived in [62]. In a discrete notation, Eq. (3.4) can be specialized for µj and σj at node j:
γj(k + 1) = γj(k)− Γγjφj(ν)ỹ







j (4σ2j ‖ν − µj‖2 − 2‖ν − µj‖4)
 ỹ (3.5)
where k is a discrete time step.
3.4.2 Simulations
Simulations of the estimation using the neuro-observer were conducted on experimental data
collected from an impact test series conducted on an electronic components package to demonstrate
the importance of proper input space selection. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. On
the right is the electronics system of interest. The systems contains four circuit boards, each of the
four boards have a surface mounted high-g shock accelerometer (Meggitt 72). These accelerometers
are capable of accurately measuring acceleration upwards of 120,000 gn or 120 kgn [76]. The circuit
boards are housed in a metal canister and filled with an electronics potting material. The system
is secured in a metal fixture, shown in the middle of the figure, using a lock ring. On the left is
the MTS-66 drop tower designed to generate a prescribed impact condition. Bungee cords are used
to accelerate the table of the drop tower. The fixture housing the system is mounted on the drop
tower table using bolts. The picture shows the table in the raised state. When the table brakes
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are released, the table along with the system accelerates downward and impacts the black mass at
the bottom of the drop tower creating a mechanical shock. In this section, the acceleration data is
presented in terms of gn (1 gn = 9.81 m/s
2 = 32.2 ft/s2).
Figure 3.1: Experimental setup: (a) MTS-66 drop tower, (b) unit fixture, (c) electronics unit.
This problem contains many complexities making model-based techniques difficult to apply.
The accelerometers are hardwired to the data acquisition system. When the table accelerates,
so does the sensor cables, creating a violent whipping motion. Even though careful selection of
cables was made, some noise is added from whipping of the cables. Additionally, whenever metal
parts are coupled together in impact scenarios, such as in this case, noise is produced from the
chattering of the parts. Uncertainties associated with this problem include unknown material high-
rate response of the circuit boards and potting material, uncertainties in the exact placement of
the accelerometers and circuit board spacing, and boundary conditions such as whether or not the
potting material moves in relation to the housing. The exact input to the system resulting from
the table impact is unknown. Only the measurement from the response of the accelerometers can
be taken as certain. Note that such tests are considered as small impact tests within the shock
dynamics community, and not enough energy was present to excite the sensor resonance. However,
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it is not uncommon in larger impact tests to notice disturbances created from sensor and/or system
resonance.
The studied system bears many characteristics of a high-rate system. The way data is used
in the simulation greatly simplifies the problem significantly by attempting to identify a represen-
tation estimating accel 4 using accel 1, where the inputs and outputs are the systems are known.
Typical field applications would either have the outputs be unknown, for instance the estimation of
velocity for acceleration data, or use the inputs to conduct system identification, for instance the
identification of a stiffness value. Such realistic applications require the integration of additional
steps and mathematics in the algorithm, which would drive the attention away from our discussion
on the opportunities and limitations in the input space.
The impact is controlled by specifying a drop height and mitigating material. Event 1 is created
with a drop height of 20 in and 1/16 in thickness felt. The raw data was collected using a National
Instruments PXI-6133 High-Speed cards with a sampling rate of 1 MHz coupled with a Precision
Filters signal conditioning system 28144A quad-channel wideband transducer conditioner with an
anti-aliasing filter of 204.6 kHz. Figure 3.2 shows three back-to-back tests of event 1 that exhibit
gradual increases in the response pointing to time varying parameters possibly from the weakening
of the glue that holds the accelerometers on to the circuit boards and/or from the electronics
potting material de-bonding from the internal walls of the unit’s metal canister. This confirms the
high-rate dynamic nature of our system.
Figure 3.3 shows the experimental data from accelerometers 1 (accel 1) and 4 (accel 4) of
test 2, which the simulations of the estimation using the neuro-observer are conducted on. These
accelerometers are selected because of the notable difference between the two responses. The impact
occurs over 0.1 ms starting at about 0.2 ms, which in turn excites the system that responds over
the next 0.6 ms. In the course of the dynamic event, an acceleration level greater than 60 kgn is
observed.
In the simulations, accel 1 was used as the input and accel 4 was used as the output. The input
was used to estimate the output using the neuro-observer. For the investigation, a lower rate event
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Figure 3.2: Response of three subsequent tests.
was synthetically created by filtering the experiment data at 5 kHz using a 4-pole Butterworth low
pass filter, with the purpose to demonstrate the added importance of the input space for high-rate
systems. From here on, high-rate data will refer to the raw data and low-rate data will refer to the
filtered data. Both time series are plotted in Fig. 3.4.
Two different metrics were used to quantify the performance of the input space. The first





with ŷ = ˆ̈x4 being the estimation of the measurement of accel 4, ẍ4. The ‖ · ‖2 represents the 2-
norm. By representing the error of the estimate as described in equation 3.6, the error is normalized
to fall within the values of [0,1]. Additionally, normalizing the error helps to compare the errors
between various simulations.
The second performance metric J2 of the estimator is in terms of the convergence rate. The
convergence rate is defined as the time it takes from the start of the impact (>100 gn) to when the
estimation error falls and remains within an error threshold. The error threshold was determined to
be 5% and is governed by the variations in the data created by the experimental setup. Because the
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Figure 3.3: Experimental data from the accelerometer measurements.
objective of the paper is to demonstrate the importance of the input space and not the optimality
of the observer solution, the computational time is used as a performance metric. For the same
reason, a study on the influence of internal parameter tuning is not conducted. Here, the internal
parameters Γσ, Γγ , and the initial γ and σ were tuned based on a prior study from the authors
presented in [77].
A parametric study of the input space in terms of the embedding dimension and time delay was
conducted on both the high- and low-rate data. The parametric study was conducted by running
the estimator over a grid of possible input space d = [2:1:10] and τ = [1:1:400] to find the optimal
values for d and τ (Eq. (5.8) that minimized J1). We find d = 3 and τ = 46 for the high-rate
data, and d = 2 and τ = 150 for the low-rate data. The fitting errors using these values are plotted
in Fig. 3.5. It can be noted that the optimal dimension d decreases with a smoother function
(e.g., low-rate data), and that the smoother function leads to a significantly lower estimation error,
yielding J1 = 0.238 for the high-rate data, and J1 = 0.106 for the low-rate data. Also, the estimator
for the filtered data converges 0.105 ms faster. The lower performance of the estimator on the raw
data is explained by the larger and higher nonlinearities in the estimated dynamics.
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Figure 3.4: High and low rate data the simulations were conducted on.
The influence of the input space on the performance of the estimator is further studied by
investigating different combinations of d and τ . The combinations and associated performance J1
and J2 are listed in Table 3.2, in which the change in performance, or percent difference in J1 and
J2 relative to the optimal performance is indicated in columns 6 and 8 respectively. Note that a
dimension d = 2 is considered as the lowest possible dimension, and therefore the under embedding
is not shown for the low-rate data.
Table 3.2: Estimator performance associated with different input spaces.
data combination d τ J1 % diff J1 J2 (ms) % diff J2
high-rate optimal 3 46 0.238 − 0.484 −
high-rate under embedding 2 46 0.310 30.3 0.542 12.0
high-rate over embedding 4 46 0.454 90.8 0.876 81.0
high-rate incorrect information 3 150 0.441 85.3 0.681 40.7
low-rate optimal 2 150 0.106 − 0.379 −
low-rate over embedding 3 150 0.143 34.9 0.748 97.4
low-rate incorrect information 2 46 0.141 33.0 0.446 17.7
Results from Table 3.2 shows that utilizing the wrong input space for the high-rate dynamics
results in larger decreases in performance J1 when compared to the utilization of the wrong input
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Figure 3.5: Comparison between estimation errors of high- and low-rate data.
space for the low-rate dynamics. This is similar for the J2 performance metric, except for the
effect of over embedding, which is important for both the high- and low-rate systems, yet larger for
the low-rate system. For the high-rate dynamics, under embedding yields to a better performance
when compared to over embedding. This can be explained by a faster convergence provided by a
lower input space dimension, because a function of lower dimension can be populated faster with
sequential training examples. Using the wrong τ has dramatic effects on the performance of the
high-rate estimator. Fig. 3.6 is a plot of the absolute estimation errors of the high-rate dynamics
under different input spaces. The absolute estimation error is used to portray the errors associated
with incorrect input spaces to make the plots more readable. An input space of incorrect time
delay (d = 3, τ = 150) yields a significantly higher error peaks compared to other strategies. Under
embedding (d = 2, τ = 46) produces a large error peak at about 0.6 ms, same as for the incorrect
time delay but around 50% lower in magnitude. Over embedding (d = 4, τ = 46) also results in
high peaks, yet of relatively smaller magnitude. The error peak at 0.6 ms is about equal to the
under embedding error and the other peak occurs after the convergence with the other strategies.
The presence of these abnormal high error peaks can lead to false alarms and incorrect decisions
in the closed-loop process.
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Figure 3.6: Absolute estimation errors for different input strategies for high-rate dynamics.
Figure 3.7 shows how the convergence rate is affected by the choice of different d and τ . The
results show that different input spaces within the provided range can yield a difference in con-
vergence rate over 1 ms, which is very large for high-rate dynamics. Note that a convergence rate
beyond 1.5 ms means that the estimator never converged and the simulation was stopped, because
the high amplitude dynamic response is approximately 1 ms. The optimal convergence rate is
given by the choice d = 3 and τ = 27 yielding a convergence rate of 0.467 ms (a 3.5% increase in
performance), which differs from the input space providing the best 2-norm error (J1) and yields
J1 = 0.316 (a 32.8% decrease in performance). The choice of lower dimensions d generally yields a
more constant convergence rate for varying τ .
Table 3.3: Optimal d and τ for events 1 and 2.
dynamic event combination d τ J1 % diff J1 J2 (ms) % diff J2
event 1 optimal 3 46 0.238 − 0.484 −
event 1 incorrect 4 54 0.435 82.8 1.027 112.2
event 2 optimal 4 54 0.196 − 0.490 −
event 2 incorrect 3 46 0.256 30.6 0.637 30.0
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Figure 3.7: Convergence rates as a function of embedding dimensions and time delays for high-rate
dynamics.
Simulations of the estimation using the neuro-observer were also conducted on experimental
data from a second impact event. The second impact event was created with a drop height of 72
in and 1/2 in thickness felt, instead of a drop height of 20 in and 1/16 in thickness felt for the
first impact. In reality, different environmental conditions could occur even from a slight change in
impact location or angle, for example, that can produce very different results by exciting different
modes with different phases. The optimal input space was determine for both events, independently.
Figure 3.8 shows the different dynamic events.
The optimal d and τ for event 1 and 2 are listed in table 3.3.
The performance attained using optimal input space, optimized for the J1 metric, for events 1
and 2 were compared. Results are listed in Table 3.3. Using the optimal input space of event 1 for
event 2, there is a 30% decrease in performance for both J1 and J2. A significantly worst result is
observed seen when using the optimal input for event 2 for event 1. These results show that while
an static input space could be designed based on an event, it might be very ineffective when used
for state estimation of the same system subjected to a different event.
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Figure 3.8: Dynamic event 1 and 2.
3.5 Conclusion
State estimation of high-rate dynamics is a challenging task, in particular for complex engi-
neering systems experiencing highly dynamic events and requiring real-time observability to ensure
adequate performance. Application of the estimators on the high-rate systems include hypersonic
vehicles and impact protection systems. High-rate system state estimation-specific challenges were
listed, and the applicability of typical observers at achieving that specialized task discussed. A path
to state estimation of high-rate dynamics was presented. It was argued that data-based adaptive
observers (AOs) could be particularly promising, because of their ability to process information
without knowledge of system dynamics or the high-rate event, and their high adaptability to com-
plex dynamics. However, the utilization of AOs comes with the cost of slower convergence rates, a
critical obstacle to the state estimation of high-rate dynamics problem.
A potential solution to improving the convergence rate of AOs is through the careful design of
the input space of the estimator. The influence of the input space on a high-rate state estimator
was investigated. An adaptive neuro-observer was constructed and simulations were performed on
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high-rate laboratory experimental data. The estimator’s performance was based on the normalized
2-norm errors and convergence rates. Simulation results highlighted a few key observations:
• The use of a proper input space is critical to enhancing the performance of high-rate dynamics
state estimators. The use of incorrect input space for estimation has significant negative
impacts, which are much larger for high-rate data than low-rate data.
• The misrepresentation of the system dynamics through wrong input spaces produces abnor-
mally large error peaks, which can lead to poor decisions in the closed-loop process.
• The input space is not unique to a system, but rather to a dynamic environment. Different
input spaces are required for different events for optimal estimator performance.
From the simulation results, the importance of input space in evident in making the most
accurate and fast estimations. The challenge is choosing the right input space for the right situation.
Often, the type of high-rate dynamic event a system will experience before the event occurs is
unknown, and pre-selecting the input space is a very challenging task. A solution, part of future
work, is to develop algorithms automating the input space selection process as a function of different
events, yielding adaptive input spaces.
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CHAPTER 4. ADAPTIVE WAVELET NEURAL NETWORK FOR
TERRESTRIAL LASER SCANNER-BASED CRACK DETECTION
Y. Turkan, J. Hong, S. Laflamme, and N. Puri
Abstract
Objective, accurate, and fast assessment of civil infrastructure conditions is critical to timely assess
safety risks. Current practices rely on visual observations and manual interpretation of reports and
sketches prepared by inspectors in the field, which are labor intensive, subject to personal judgment
and experience, and prone to error. Terrestrial laser scanners (TLS) are promising for automatically
identifying structural condition indicators, such as cracks, displacements, and deflected shapes, as
they are capable to provide high coverage and accuracy at long ranges. However, there is limited
research conducted on employing TLS for condition assessment. TLS is an advanced 3D imaging
technology that is used to rapidly measure the 3D coordinates of densely scanned points within
a scene. The data gathered by a TLS is provided in the form of 3D point clouds with color and
intensity data often associated with each point within the cloud. Major challenges are in storing
significant amount of data and extracting appropriate features enabling condition assessment. This
paper proposes a novel adaptive wavelet neural network (WNN)-based approach to compress data
into a combination of low- and high-resolution surfaces, and automatically detect concrete cracks
and other forms of damage. The adaptive WNN is designed to sequentially self-organize and self-
adapt in order to construct an optimized representation. The architecture of the WNN is based on
a single-layer neural network consisting of Mexican hat wavelet functions. The strategy is to first
construct a low-resolution representation of the point cloud, then detect and localize anomalies,
and finally construct a high-resolution representation around these anomalies to enhance their
characterization. The approach was verified on a cracked concrete specimen. The experimental
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results show that the proposed approach was capable of fitting the point cloud, and of detecting
and fitting the crack. It also resulted in a 99.64% compression of data. Using the proposed method
for crack detection would enable automatic and remote assessment of structural conditions. This
would, in turn, result in reducing costs associated with infrastructure management, and improving
the overall quality of our infrastructure by enhancing maintenance operations.
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4.1 Introduction
Every four years, American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) releases a comprehensive as-
sessment of the U.S. infrastructure. The most recent report card that was published in 2017 gave
an overall grade of D+ (poor) for the nations infrastructure, C+ (mediocre) for bridges [1, 2].
Catastrophic events are rare, but the federal National Bridge Inventory classified 56,007 bridges
out of 614,387 as structurally deficient. In May 2013, the I-5 Skagit bridge, which was a through
truss bridge built in 1955, near Seattle, WA collapsed into the river below when an oversized truck
scraped several overhead girders of the bridge. The sudden collapse of I-35W Mississippi River
bridge during evening rush hour in 2007, killed 13 people and injured 145. In 1990, federal govern-
ment had rated this bridge as structurally deficient due to the significant corrosion in its bearings.
In 2007, approximately 75,000 other US bridges had this rating. These numbers emphasize the ur-
gent need for more frequent and comprehensive bridge inspections to prevent further catastrophic
events. However, the budget available for infrastructure is limited. Therefore, there is a need for
finding cheaper and faster ways to maintain and operate our infrastructure.
National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS) require routine inspections to assess the condition
of bridges on the National Highway System. These inspections, conducted using printed checklists,
are typically performed by trained inspectors using visual inspection techniques that are heavily
subjective [3, 4]. An inspector must correctly identify the type and location of each element being
inspected, document its distress, manually record this information in the field, and transcribe it
to the bridge evaluation database after arriving back at his/her office. This is a complex and
time-consuming set of responsibilities that are prone to error.
To overcome the weaknesses inherent in visual inspection techniques, several studies proposed
methodologies implementing new technologies such as terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) [5, 6, 7],
ground penetrating radar (GPR) [8, 9, 10], unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) [11, 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18] and 3D Bridge Information Models (BrIM) [19, 20, 21, 22, 23] to improve the visual
inspection process.
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TLS technology, an advanced three-dimensional (3D) imaging technology is employed to gather
the data used in this study. TLS rapidly measures the 3D coordinates of densely scanned points
within a scene. The data gathered by a TLS is provided in the form of 3D point clouds with color
and intensity data associated with each point within the cloud. Point cloud data can be analyzed
using various computer vision algorithms and methods to detect structural conditions [24], e.g.
concrete cracks [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] and spalling [31, 32].
However, there is limited research conducted on employing TLS to detect and classify cracks
automatically for infrastructure condition assessment. Previous research in this area mainly fo-
cused on manual detection and measurements of cracks, displacements or shape deflections from
TLS point clouds [33, 34, 35]. In its raw format, TLS point cloud data contains significant number
of data points that is unstructured, densely and non-uniformly distributed [36]. To overcome the
difficulties of manual data processing, in machine learning community, substantial effort has been
put in automatically reconstructing 3D shapes from point clouds. The most popular reconstruction
methods include the utilization of Splines [37] and partial differential equations (PDE) [38], which
was seen as an improvement over Splines in terms of numbers of parameters. Neural networks have
also been proposed and demonstrated as superior to PDE-based methods in [39] as they provide ro-
bust and compact representations of the data. In particular, Radial Basis Functions (RBF) neural
networks have been applied to the problem of shape reconstruction [40]. Compared to traditional
types of neural networks, they provide a better approximation, convergence speed, optimality in
solution and excellent localization [41]. Furthermore, they can be trained faster when modeling
nonlinear representations in the function space [42]. Recent work has been published in utilizing
sequential RBF networks for reconstructing surfaces from point clouds [36]. A self-organizing map-
ping (SOM) [43] architecture was used to optimize node placement, and the algorithm provided
good accuracy with minimum number of nodes. Laflamme and Connor have developed a sequential
adaptive RBF neural network for real-time learning of nonlinear dynamics and returned similar
conclusions where the network showed better performance with respect to traditional neural net-
works [44]. They also designed wavelet neural networks (WNN) for similar applications [45]. WNN
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are also capable of universal approximation [46, 47, 48]. This particular neural network has also
been demonstrated as capable of learning dynamics on-the-spot, without prior knowledge of the
underlying dynamics and architecture of the input space.
This paper proposes a novel adaptive wavelet neural network (WNN)-based approach to con-
struct compact 3D representations and automatically detect features, here concrete cracks, from
TLS point clouds for infrastructure condition assessment. The adaptive WNN is designed to self-
organize, self-adapt, and sequentially learn a compact reconstruction of the 3D point cloud. The
strategy is to first construct a low-resolution representation of the point cloud, then detect and
localize anomalies, and finally construct a high-resolution representation around these anomalies
to enhance their characterization. In future studies, such strategy could be used to guide the TLS,
in real-time, for constructing accurate representation containing features of interest.
The proposed approach was verified on four cylindrical cracked concrete specimens. The method
successfully reconstructed the 3D laser scan data points as wavelet functions in a more compact
format for all four specimens. Features were extracted from the compact representation to detect
the crack location and quantify the accuracy of the reconstructed cracks in terms of Root Mean
Square (RMS) error, where the error is defined as the difference between the wavelet representation
and the TLS data. This is a significant improvement over previous TLS based crack detection
methods as it does not require prior knowledge about the crack or the 3D shape of the object being
scanned. It also enables to process 3D point cloud data faster, which is very important, especially
when working with large data sets.
4.2 Background
In this section, comprehensive background information is provided on the state of the art in
crack detection on concrete structures, TLS technology as well as its implementation in the AEC-
FM industry and details of the WNN algorithm used in this study.
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4.2.1 Defect Detection in Concrete Structures
Over the past years, several research efforts have been directed towards automatically detecting
defects in concrete structures. Majority of the methods that are proposed thus far rely on collecting
images of the concrete structures for inspection purposes.
High resolution cameras mounted on Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) systems have been pro-
posed to collect images for detecting cracks. A critical advantage of UAVs is that they are not
bounded by terrain motion constraints and vision range limitations [49]. A Micro Air Vehicle
(MAV) mounted with a high-resolution digital camera was used to acquire images for building
inspection [50]. In this study, edge detection method was used to detect structural cracks. The
edge detection method is based on applying a Gaussian Blur, the result of blurring an image by a
Gaussian function, to the original image and subtracting the blurred image from the original im-
age. Similarly, Sankarasrinivasan et al. [51] applied hue, saturation, and value (HSV) thresholding
technique to detect structural cracks in images collected using a Multi Rotor UAV (MUAV) system.
Machine learning and image processing methods have been used in [52] to automatically detect,
classify and estimate crack parameters. In this study, the authors used Support Vector Machines
(SVM) to classify the cracks into transverse, longitudinal, block, and alligator cracking patterns.
The crack length and width parameters were calculated using random sample consensus (RANSAC)
algorithm. The approach described in [53] exploits the synergy between photogrammetry and image
processing techniques to detect cracks in concrete specimens. It uses the strain field obtained from
finite element analysis to map critical crack regions, thus constraining the image processing to
critical areas of interest. Photogrammetry technique was used to measure crack thickness in [54].
A comprehensive review on computer vision based defect detection and condition assessment of
concrete structures can be found in [24].
The development and application of intelligent robotic systems for defect detection in civil
infrastructure is advancing rapidly. Several robotic tunnel inspection systems have been developed
with the objective of improving safety in hazardous data collection environments and efficiently
carrying out tunnel inspection processes [55]. As a part of the ROBO-SPECT project, a tunnel
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assessment approach was developed and tested on the Metsovo Motorway tunnel [56, 57]. The
approach used a convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract features describing defects from
RGB images and a Multi-Layer Perceptron was used to categorize image pixels into defect and
non-defect categories. A robotic platform, developed under the ROBO-SPECT project, was used
to detect cracks in the Egnatia Motorway tunnel [58, 59]. This platform uses RGB cameras, a laser
scanner and an ultrasonic sensor to detect and collect data from regions containing cracks. The
crack detection algorithm is based on a CNN.
4.2.1.1 Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) Technology
TLS is an advanced 3D imaging technology that is used to rapidly measure the 3D coordinates
of densely scanned points within a scene. The data gathered by a TLS is provided in the form of
3D point clouds with color and intensity data often associated with each point within the cloud.
TLS technology enables direct acquisition of 3D coordinates from the surface of a target object
or scene that are visible from the laser scanners viewpoint [60, 61, 62]. There are two types of
TLS based on the technology they use to acquire range (x, y, z) and intensity data of objects in
a scene; namely time-of-flight (TOF) TLS and phase-based TLS. The two technologies differ in
calculating the range, while both acquire each range point in the equipments spherical coordinate
frame by mounting a laser on a pan-and-tilt unit that provides the spherical angular coordinates
of the point. TOF scanners emit a pulse of laser light to the surface of the target object or scene
and calculate the distance to the surface by recording the round-trip time of the laser light pulse.
Phase based scanners measure phase shift in a continuously emitted and returned sinusoidal wave.
Both types of TLS achieve similar point measurement accuracies. They differ in scanning speed
and maximum scanning range. Typically, phase-based TLS achieve faster data acquisition (up to
one million points per second) and has an accuracy of 0.4 mm at a range of 11 m. TOF-based TLS
enables collecting data from longer ranges (up to a kilometer) and has an accuracy of 6 mm at a
range of 100 m.
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4.2.1.2 TLS implementation in the AEC-FM Industry
TLS technology enables capturing comprehensive and very accurate 3D data for an entire con-
struction scene using only a few scans [63]. Among other 3D sensing technologies, TLS is the best
adapted technology for capturing the 3D status of construction projects and condition of infrastruc-
ture accurately and efficiently. In a study by [64], it is shown that the 3D laser scanning hardware,
software, and services market has grown exponentially in the last decade, and the Architecture,
Engineering, Construction and Facilities Management (AEC-FM) industry is one of its major cus-
tomers. This shows that owners, decision makers and contractors are aware of the potential of using
this technology for capturing the 3D as-built status of construction projects and condition of in-
frastructure. Despite the remarkable accuracy and benefits, current adoption rate of laser scanners
in the AEC-FM industry is relatively low, mainly because of the data acquisition and processing
time and data storage issues. Laser scanners are capable of producing high-resolution models of
construction sites, but at the cost of large file sizes and increased data processing time [65]. Thus,
there is a need for advanced algorithms to represent the large data files in a compact form while en-
abling automated 3D shape detection from the compact representation. This would improve project
productivity as well as safety by reducing the amount of time spent on-site. TLS is a promising
technology for documenting as-built condition of infrastructure [66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72], and it has
already been utilized by a number of state DOTs for this purpose at the project planning phase.
Furthermore, TLS technology has been shown to be effective in identifying structural condition
indicators, such as cracks, displacements and deflected shapes [73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81],
as they are able to provide large areas of coverage while being accurate at long ranges. Xu, et al.
analyzed 3D point clouds of concrete beams to automatically detect and characterize cracks using
image filtering and noise removal functions of MATLAB [82]. Zeibak-Shini, et al. developed an ap-
proach to locate structural members damaged by an earthquake by reconstructing semantically rich
BIM models of damaged building facades using TLS data [83]. They demonstrated this approach
using two case studies, and the results showed that the approach successfully located moderate to
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heavy damage cases. A crack assessment method developed in [84] utilized both TLS data and
images to accurately measure the width, length and orientation of cracks on concrete surfaces.
4.2.2 Wavelet Neural Network (WNN)
The representation of the 3D object is constructed using a single-layer Wavelet Neural Network
(WNN). This particular architecture was selected due to its known universal approximation capa-
bility and demonstrated fast convergence, as discussed in the introduction. The network comprises
h nodes or activation functions φ consisting of Mexican Hat wavelets
φi(ζ) = e
− ‖ζ−µ‖2
σ2 for i = 1, 2, . . . h (4.1)
centered at µi, with a bandwidth σi, and where ζ is the input vector. The wavelet network maps





where γi are weights, and the hat denotes an estimation. The normalizing factor of the wavelet in
(4.1) is intentionally omitted as the weights, γi in (4.2) account for them. A representation of the
WNN with 2D Mexican hat wavelets is illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Representation of the wavelet neural network architecture.
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The network is designed to be self-organizing, self-adaptive, and sequential. The self-organizing
feature consists of the capability to add functions at sparse locations. This is done following
Kohonens Self-Organizing Mapping (SOM) Theory [43, 85]. The self-adaptive feature consists of
adapting the network parameters σ and γ to learn the compact representation. The sequential
feature refers to the capability of the network to learn in a sequential manner, as opposed to
batch processing. We built this sequential feature for real-time applications in combination with a
controllable TLS. Such real-time interaction with a TLS is left to future work.
4.2.2.1 Self-Organization
SOM theory is used to optimize the node placement. A coordinate ζj is queried from the
scanner, along with its associated zj . The shortest Euclidean distance is computed between ζj and
the center of the existing nodes µi for i=1,2,,h. If the shortest distance is greater than a user-
defined threshold λ, a new node is added at µh+1 = µj = [xj , yj ] with a predefined bandwidth σ0.
The selection of λ defines the resolution of the network, where a small value for λ will yield a larger
number of nodes at a higher resolution by larger overlaps of wavelets. Other factors which govern
the resolution of the network include the initial bandwidth, σ0 and the selected learning rates used
to adapt the wavelet parameters. The initial weight of the new function is set such that γi = zj .
Remark that the network is initialized with h = 0, and the very first scan will give rise to the first
node of the network.
2.2.2 Sequential Self-Adaptability At each scan step k, the WNN error z̃j = ẑj − zj is computed







where ξ = [σ2,γ], and Γξ are positive constants representing the learning rates. In discrete






















for i=1,2,,h, where h is the number of nodes at step k and σ20 and γ0 are initial values selected
by the user. The simulation ends for a user-defined value of k, which could correspond, for example,
to the number of points generated by the TLS or more if additional iterations within the point
cloud are desired.
4.2.2.2 Reconstruction Strategy
The resolution of the representation of the 3D object impacts memory usage and computational
time. A higher resolution representation will require a larger number of wavelets (more memory)
and consequently more CPU power for larger vector and matrix operations. For practical real-time
usage of a controllable TLS, we propose using a low-resolution fit of the 3D point cloud data for
creating a quick and compact representation of an object or structure, run analysis on the low-
resolution fit to determine damage areas, then re-run algorithm only on problem areas for a detailed
high-resolution examination. The algorithm automatically detects the region of crack based on the
low-resolution fit. The 3D point cloud data of the region of crack is used to create a high-resolution
fit. A block diagram illustrating our reconstruction strategy is showed in Fig. 4.2. When a damage
is detected, two sets of data are recorded: the low-resolution data and the high-resolution data.
Such strategy results in shorter computational time and smaller data sets to be preserved.
4.3 Experimental Validation
The developed adaptive WNN algorithm-based approach was validated on four cracked concrete
specimens. Specimen 1 was scanned using a Trimble TX5 phase-based TLS, while specimens 2,
3 and 4 were scanned using a NextEngine 3D scanner, based on MultiStripe Laser Triangulation
(MLT) technology. Specimens 1, 2, 3 and 4 were scanned on rectangular regions limited to 50
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram of reconstruction strategy.
by 65 mm2, 25 by 40 mm2, 90 by 20 mm2, and 60 by 30 mm2, respectively, to focus the study
on the algorithm itself. The specimens are shown in Fig. 4.3(a), 4.4(a), 4.5(a), and 4.6(a), along
with a zoom on the limited region (Fig. 4.3(b), 4.4(b), 4.5(b), and 4.6(b)). Fig. 4.3(a) shows the
crack that runs through the specimen with a larger damage area (along the first 35.1 mm from
the bottom), and a smaller damage geometry along 9.8 mm and after. Fig. 4.4(b) shows specimen
2 with cracks on the left (wide) and the right (narrow), each measuring 25 mm in length from
the bottom. Fig. 4.5(b) shows specimen 3 with a long and narrow crack that runs throughout
the length of the specimen (90 mm in length). A shallow hairline crack of 60 mm in length was
observed in specimen 4, as shown in Fig. 4.6(b).
Figure 4.3: (a) Specimen 1 (scanned region shown by the dashed rectangle); and (b) zoom on the
scanned region (dimensions in mm).
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Figure 4.4: (a) Specimen 2 (scanned region shown by the dashed rectangle); and (b) zoom on the
scanned region showing two cracks (dimensions in mm).
Figure 4.5: (a) Specimen 3 (scanned region shown by the dashed rectangle); and (b) zoom on the
scanned region showing a long and narrow crack (dimensions in mm).
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Figure 4.6: (a) Specimen 4 (scanned region shown by the dashed rectangle); and (b) zoom on the
scanned region showing a shallow hairline crack (dimensions in mm).
4.3.1 Low-resolution fit
A total of 7954 data points was generated for specimen 1, each defined in terms of x, y, and z.
The 7954 data points obtained from the 3D scanner have been fitted with a low-resolution surface
using 27 nodes. Fig. 4.7(a) shows the fitting result of a crack and curvature for specimen 1. The
compact representation provides a good fit of the 3D point cloud and includes an observable damage
feature. In this case, 7954 data points have been compacted in 27 nodes that yielded a continuous
surface, resulting in a 99.4% compression of data. The data compression rate taken as the change
in size of the data set (e.g., size of original data set minus size of new data set) relative to the size
of the original data set, where the size of the original data set is the number of laser coordinates
multiplied by three (i.e., one data per axis) and the size of the new data set is the number of nodes
in the network multiplied by five (i.e., one node has a value assigned over σx, σy, µx, µy, andγ). For
specimen 2, a low-resolution fit was obtained using 199 nodes and 72.2% compression of data for
crack localization. The original number of data points in this case was 1192. Similarly, 204 and
342 nodes were used to achieve a low-resolution representation of the cracks in specimens 3 and
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4, respectively. The number of points originally present were 4461 and 2706, respectively. This
resulted in 92.4% and 78.9% compression of data for specimen 3 and 4 respectively. The RMS errors
of the low-resolution fit for all specimens, compared with the TLS data, are shown in Table 4.1.
However, because the fit is low resolution, key features of the crack are now represented smoothly
and will necessitate a higher resolution fit at its localization. Similarly, Fig. 4.7(b), Fig. 4.7(c),
and Fig. 4.7(d) show the low resolution fit results for specimens 2, 3 and 4, respectively and Table
4.1 shows the summary of the quantitative results for the low-resolution fit for all four specimens.
Table 4.1: Summary of the results of low-resolution fit for all four specimens.
Specimen Original number Low-resolution Data compression Low-resolution
number of data points number of nodes (%) RMS error (mm)
1 7954 27 99.4 2.8
2 1192 199 72.2 3.3
3 4461 204 92.4 1.8
4 2706 342 78.9 1.5
The number of wavelet selected for the low-resolution fit was automatically obtained after
a minimal pre-tuning of the networks parameters. Note that minimal pre-tuning was required
to achieve desirable results due to the single hidden layer of our NN architecture. A study was
conducted on the accuracy of the representation as a function of the number of nodes in the network
for specimen 1, by changing parameter λ while keeping all other network parameters constant. The
accuracy was measured in terms of the RMS error. Fig. 4.8 is a plot of the RMS error as a
function of the number of nodes. It also shows the relative computing time versus the network size.
Results show a region in which the algorithm provides an optimal representation in terms of RMS
error. This optimal representation occurs with 27 nodes. The decrease in performance for a higher
number of nodes can be attributed to the other network parameters becoming highly mistuned.
In particular, when more nodes are allowed in the network and the initial bandwidth is large, one
would expect a relatively higher training period to obtain an acceptable level of accuracy. The
relative computing time changes linearly with the number of nodes in the network, as expected.
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Figure 4.7: Point cloud (left); Compact low-resolution representation (middle); and Overlap of
point cloud and representation (right) for the four specimens.
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Figure 4.8: RMS error and relative computing time versus the wavelet network size.
4.3.2 Crack Localization
The spatial resolution of the low-resolution surface fit is used to detect cracks, based on the
principle that a crack will provide a discontinuity in the surface, therefore necessitating higher
resolution of nodes around the discontinuities. Using a grid search method, the 2-norm of the
wavelet bandwidths ||σ|| are computed, and a discontinuity is identified if the bandwidth falls below
a threshold. This technique is illustrated in Fig. 4.9 (left), where the average nodal bandwidths are
plotted over the x-y grid. Blue and dark blue areas indicate a higher concentration of wavelets, while
green to red represent lower concentration of wavelets. For specimen 1, a crack region is localized
at the x and y points for which the wavelet bandwidths fall under the average bandwidth value
||σ|| < 0.5(max(||σ||) + min(||σ||)), as illustrated in Fig. 4.9(a) (right) by the black rectangular
area. The black rectangular region is generated by averaging the four individual sides of the colored
region. While this technique preserves information on salient damage, it results in filtering out some
features that may be of interest. Other techniques enabling the automatic identification of damaged
areas will be studied in future work. The figure also shows the true crack region (red trapezoidal
and rectangular region), demonstrating that the algorithm can be successfully used to detect a crack
and estimate its location. Remark that this detection and localization was achieved regardless of
the curve in the concrete specimen, which could have been mistaken for damage if the algorithm
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was based on nodal weights (value of z-axis). For specimen 2, the location of cracks is determined
at the x and y points where the bandwidth values are under ||σ|| < 0.55(max(||σ||) + min(||σ||)).
A slightly larger value for the gain (0.55 instead of 0.50) was used for specimen 2 because the
two difference cracks present in one data set, one was a thin hairline crack barely captured by the
low-resolution fit. For implementing this method in the field, the automation of the gain selection
would need to be addressed. Fig. 4.9(b) (right) shows the true crack location of the first crack (red
trapezoidal region) and the second crack (red rectangle region) of specimen 2. Similarly, the values
of the wavelet bandwidth associated with the localized region of the crack in specimen 3 fall under
||σ|| < 0.5(max(||σ||) +min(||σ||)). Fig. 4.9(c) (right) shows the location of this crack. Negligible
differences in the ||σ|| values resulted in the failure of estimation of crack location for specimen 4,
as shown in Fig. 4.9(d). An explanation for the failure to estimate the crack location of specimen
4 is that the depth of the hairline crack is very shallow (about 1 mm). The algorithm had no issues
in determining the crack location for a deeper crack (about 4.5 mm) example seen in specimen 3.
It is possible that the thin cracks in specimens 2 and 4 may not require any repair attention at the
present condition.
4.3.3 High-resolution Fit
Once the location of a crack is localized, a higher resolution fit can be conducted around its
region. For specimen 1, this region consists of 1644 data points, as plotted in Fig. 4.10(a). To
provide a better surface fit, the data is rotated to optimize the uniqueness of the z values, in
particular for 18 mm ¡ x ¡ 21 mm. The angle between the average values of z at x=9 mm and
x=25 mm is automatically calculated as 45. Fig. 4.10(b) shows the rotated crack data. Fig.
4.10(c) shows the high-resolution compact representation of the crack obtained using 29 nodes.
Fig. 4.10(d) displays the overlap between the crack point cloud and representation. The difference
between the point cloud and the fit is defined as the error. For specimens 1, 2 and 3, the low-
resolution fit had an RMS error of 2.8 mm, 3.3 mm, and 1.8 mm, respectively, compared with the






Figure 4.9: Contour plot of ||σ|| (left); contour plot of only the estimate of crack location (right)
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Figure 4.10: (a) Point cloud of crack data; (b) point cloud of rotated crack data; (c) compact
high-resolution representation; and (d) overlap of point cloud and representation for specimen 1.
Figure 4.11: (a) Point cloud of crack data; (b) compact high-resolution representation; and (c)
overlap of point cloud and representation for specimen 2 (rotation of crack data was not required
for this specimen.
Figure 4.12: (a) Point cloud of crack data; (b) compact high-resolution representation; and (c)
overlap of point cloud and representation for specimen 3.
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nodes, resulting in a 97.1% data compression, plotted in Fig. 4.10(c). With the high-resolution fit,
the RMS error dropped to 1.8 mm, showing a 35.7% improvement. Similarly, a high-resolution fit
for data for specimens 2 and 3 were obtained using 254 and 653 nodes, respectively. This resulted
in 42.5% and 63.9% compression of data in specimens 2 and 3, respectively. Furthermore, the RMS
errors for the high-resolution fit were 2.6 mm and 1.4 mm, which improved by 21.2% and 22.2%,
respectively. The resulting RMS errors are attributable to noise present in the TLS data. Note
that the RMS errors for the high-resolution fit were computed using the localized data set after the
extraction of the crack information. Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 show the point cloud of the cracked data,
high-resolution representation and overlap of point cloud and representation for specimens 2 and
3. The quantitative results of the high-resolution fit for all specimens are summarized in Table 2.
Table 4.2: Summary of the results of high-resolution fit for all four specimens.
Specimen Original number Number of data High-resolution Data compression High-resolution
number of data points points for crack number of nodes (%) RMS error (mm)
1 7954 1644 29 97.1 1.8
2 1192 736 254 42.5 2.6
3 4461 3011 653 63.9 1.4
4 2706 N/A N/A N/A N/A
4.4 Conclusions and Future Work
A strategy to sequentially construct a compact representation of a 3D point cloud has been
presented. This adaptive wavelet neural network is capable of self-organization, self-adaptation, and
sequential learning. It can be utilized to transform thousands of 3D point cloud data obtained from
a TLS or any type of LiDAR into a small set of functions and identify problem areas. The proposed
wavelet network has been applied on four cracked cylindrical specimens. It was shown that the
algorithm was capable of replacing a set of 7954 3D coordinates with a set of 27 functions for the first
specimen while preserving the key features of the scan data, which included a crack. Similarly, 1192,
4461 and 2706 points were compacted into 199, 204 and 342 wavelets, respectively, for specimens 2, 3
and 4. These four compact representations had RMS errors of 2.8 mm, 3.3 mm, 1.8 mm and 1.5 mm,
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but compressed memory usage by 99.4%, 72.2%, 92.4% and 78.9%, respectively. By looking at local
regions of wavelets with smaller bandwidths, it was demonstrated that an automatic crack detection
strategy can be employed to make further high-resolution analysis only on regions with damage.
The high-resolution fit of the crack region of 1644, 736 and 3011 points were represented with a set of
29, 254 and 653 functions, respectively, for specimens 1, 2 and 3. This resulted in data compression
of 97.1%, 42.5% and 63.9%, respectively. RMS errors for specimens for 1, 2 and 3 were 1.8 mm, 2.6
mm, and 1.4 mm respectively, demonstrating 35.7%, 21.2% and 22.2% improvements in the low-
resolution representation. This technique was not capable of detecting a crack in specimen 4 which
had a hairline, shallow crack feature. However, such damage is typically minor in concrete structures
and does not require attention. The proposed technique allows for smaller memory usage, faster
computational times, and accurate representations of problem areas. It was also demonstrated
that the proposed crack detection strategy is capable of detecting damages on curved surfaces.
Future research will investigate applying the proposed technique to data collected from an actual
bridge. The developed methodology will be tested to guide a TLS real-time to construct accurate
representation containing features of interest. This is possible as the network we have developed
in this study is self-organizing, self-adaptive and sequential. Lastly, the sequential feature refers to
the capability of the network to learn in a sequential manner, as opposed to batch processing. We
built this sequential feature for real-time applications in combination with a controllable TLS.
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CHAPTER 5. VARIABLE INPUT OBSERVER FOR NONSTATIONARY
HIGH-RATE DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
J. Hong, S. Laflamme, D. J. Cao, L., and B. Joyce
Abstract
Engineering systems experiencing events of amplitudes higher than 100 gn for a duration under 100
ms, here termed high-rate dynamics, can undergo rapid damaging effects. If the structural health
of such systems could be accurately estimated in a timely manner, preventative measures could be
employed to minimize adverse effects. For complex high-rate problems, adaptive observers have
shown promise due to their capability to deal with nonstationary, noisy, and uncertain systems.
However, adaptive observers have slow convergence rates, which impedes their applicability to
the high-rate problems. To improve on the convergence rate, we propose a variable input space
concept for optimizing the use of data history of high-rate dynamics, with the objective to produce
an optimal representation of the system of interest. Using the embedding theory, the algorithm
sequentially selects and adapts a vector of inputs that preserves the essential dynamics of the high-
rate system. In this paper, the variable input space is integrated in a wavelet neural network, which
constitutes a variable input observer. The observer is simulated using experimental data from a
high rate system. Different input space adaptation methods are studied and the performance is
also compared against an optimized fixed input strategy. It is found that a smooth transition of
the input space eliminates error spikes and yields faster convergence. The variable input observer
is further studied in a hybrid model-/data-driven formulation, and results demonstrate significant
improvement in performance gained from the added physical knowledge.
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5.1 Introduction
High-rate dynamics, here defined as events of amplitudes higher than 100 gn for a duration
under 100 ms, can be highly detrimental to modern engineering systems. Examples of such sys-
tems include civil structures exposed to blast, passenger vehicles experiencing collisions, and aerial
or spacecraft vehicles impacting foreign objects [1]. High-rate dynamics can cause rapid plastic
deformation propagating through the structure and to electronics and sensors, which in turn can
cause catastrophic failures and endanger human lives [2]. Precise and on-time state estimation is a
necessary first step to prevent further damage and complete failure [3]. However, state estimation
of high-rate dynamics is a challenging problem. A well-designed estimator must converge very fast
(high-rate) and be capable of coping with the following unique complexities that characterize the
high-rate problem:
• large uncertainties in the external loads;
• high levels of nonstationarities and heavy disturbances; and
• generations of unmodeled dynamics from changes in system configuration.
In particular, an estimator must be capable of operating through noise, uncertainty, time-
varying parameters/states, and disturbances. Noise is a common issue that can arise from flexing
of electronics. There is uncertainty in how a system may respond to very large excitations. In
the case of a spontaneous blast or impact, little is known about the inputs. Plastic deformation
or damage leads to time-varying parameters or states. Lastly, large excitations can resonate the
system or components resulting in disturbances. Sophistication in the algorithm is required to
overcome the negative effects of the combined complexities leading to slower convergence rates
[4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
Classic observers are constructed to estimate one or more states from sensor inputs. Typically,
inputs are pre-selected and rarely optimized, contributing to a sub-optimal observer design. Hong
et al. [1] discussed promising properties of adaptive observers (AOs), in general, to perform well in
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the presence of various system complexities (e.g. noise, uncertainty, time-varying parameters, and
disturbance mentioned above). However, it was also discussed that these observers are character-
ized by slower convergence rates due to their adaptive architecture. Various methods have been
developed to increase the convergence rate of AOs, see [9, 10, 11] for instance. While such research
has yielded important contributions in ameliorating the convergence of AOs, all of the methods
focused on altering the estimation and adaptation algorithm, while the input space selection and
construction are vastly overlooked [12].
Typical observers employ representations that are tuned to fixed types of inputs to attain
an appropriate level of performance [13, 14]. The choice of inputs influences computation time,
adaptation speed, effects of the curse of dimensionality, understanding of the representation, and
model complexity [15, 16]. Although in practice only limited states in a system can be observed,
the essential dynamics may be preserved through a proper selection of the input space vector based
on limited measurements [17, 18]. Bowden et al. [13] argued that proper input space selection
can lead to superior estimators by bypassing modeling inaccuracies due to nonlinearities. The
benefits of essential dynamics present in an input space has been studied in fields of structural
health monitoring [19] [20] [21] and control [14, 22, 23, 24, 25].
It follows that a strategy is to employ a dynamic input space to provide stability of the adaptive
algorithm. The change in the input types and numbers can help target inputs that would contain
the essential dynamics of the system. A critical advantage of such methodology is that the essential
dynamics can be extracted from nonstationary systems [12] using limited sensors [26]. The authors
have studied varying input space strategies for structural control applications [12, 27, 18], and
recently for high-rate state estimation [28].
The decision to take an adaptive algorithm approach was determined from an overview study
of observers and their general applications [1]. Due to the difficulties in creating a representation
of high-rate systems, adaptive data-driven observers were found to have an unique advantage of
adapting to large levels of uncertainties and complexities through pattern recognition capabilities
[29]. The downfall of adaptive methods, however, is their slow convergence rates. In order to
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accelerate the convergence times, the input space of observers was studied [28]. It was determined
that the input space of observers was critical to the quality of estimates observers can produce for
high-rate systems.
The method of varying the input space produces a variable input observer (VIO) when used
as an estimator. Here, the estimator is comprised of the variable input space coupled with a self-
organizing single-layer wavelet neural network. The single-layer wavelet architecture is selected for
its known universal approximation capabilities [30], ideal for mapping complex nonlinear dynamics
[31] and real-time computations due to fewer number of calculations [32]. The input space of
the estimator is varied sequentially in real-time, to adapt to complexities of high-rate dynamics,
including nonlinearities and nonstationarities. Such variation allows the state estimation function
to adapt to changing dynamics resulting in a minimum number of inputs that preserve the system’s
essential dynamics leading to faster convergence rates.
Systems that initially behave in a linear manner can respond nonlinearly when damaged [19].
Such nonstationarities are inherent attributes of high-rate systems. Liu et al. [21] verified that
damage assessment using an embedding strategy provided superior results compared with the same
strategy without embedding. Previous embedding techniques were only applicable to stationary sys-
tems, where offline processing was used to determine the embedding parameters [33, 34]. Through
the VIO, we extend the embedding strategy to nonstationary systems through the online compu-
tation of the embedding over stationary segments of data.
In prior work presented in conference proceedings, a preliminary version of the VIO showed
promise when compared with a typical fixed input space observer [35]. However, the rapid input
space adaptation produced undesirable error spikes in the estimations, and the authors demon-
strated that a slower transition of the input space reduced these error spikes [36].
In this paper, we introduce a smooth transition technique between input spaces by applying
a c∞ type function to the time delay values with the objective to eliminate error spikes, and also
further previous studies by examining the effects of added physical knowledge into the system by
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creating a hybrid data-/model-driven VIO. Lastly, we explore the possibility of using this hybrid
observer for system identification applications through pre-training.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 5.2 will present the methodology used
in constructing the VIO, model, and hybrid VIO. Section 5.3 will describe the experimental setup
used for acquiring data used in the numerical simulations, and discuss simulation results. Section
5.4 will conclude the paper with a summary of major findings.
5.2 Background
5.2.1 Variable Input Observer
The variable input space strategy is combined with a wavelet neural network (WNN) to perform
state estimation, therefore constituting the VIO. Its architecture is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. A single
layer of Mexican hat wavelet network is used to produce the estimate ŷ2(k)






where ν is the input vector also termed delay vector, τ the time delay, d the embedding dimension,













where µj and σj are the center and bandwidth of the j
th node, respectively, and ‖·‖2 is the 2-norm.
The VIO is specifically designed to self-organize based on Kohonen’s self-organizing map (SOM)
theory [37], and to perform self-adaptation. The SOM functionality consists of adding nodes when
a new sample falls outside the region covered by the WNN. When a new node j is added, it is
given a weight γj initially equal to zero, a center µj at the location of the new observation, and a
bandwidth σj set at the user-defined value σ(0). Self-adaptation consists of sequentially adapting




















where ỹ2(k) = ŷ2(k)− y2(k) is the estimation error.





























































j (4σ2j ‖ν(k)− µj‖2 − 2‖ν(k)− µj‖22))
 ỹ2(k)
(5.6)
Using ẋ(k) = (x(k+1)−x(k))/∆k with ∆k = 1 yields a discrete formulation for the adaptation
rules














j (4σ2j ‖ν(k)− µj‖2 − 2‖ν(k)− µj‖22))
 ỹ2(k)
(5.7)
The delay vector ν is variable, and its selection and adaptation is described in what follows.
5.2.1.1 Embedding of High-Rate Data
The embedding theorem [39, 40] is the fundamental principle underlying the variable input
space formulation. The theorem, developed by Takens [39], states the phase-space of an unknown
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autonomous system can be geometrically reconstructed using an observation y delayed by τ in an
embedding dimension d forming a delay vector, ν
ν(k) =
[
y1(k), y1(k − τ), y1(k − 2τ), · · · , y1(k − (d− 1)τ)
]
(5.8)
where ν ∈ <dx1 and k is the discrete time step. From this formulation, there exists a one-to-one
map between the phase-space produced by ν and the phase-space of the unknown system, provided
ν is constructed appropriately with the optimal parameters τ∗ and d∗, yielding ν∗. Because such a
map exists, the essential dynamics of the unknown system are preserved in ν∗. It is hypothesized
that, because ν∗ preserves the essential dynamics of the system, it can be used as a minimal input
space to an estimator, producing more computationally efficient system representations. Originally
developed for autonomous systems, the theorem has been extended to stationary systems with
forcing [41], and applied to nonstationary high-rate systems through the calculation of the input
spaces over stationary segments of data [12]. Here, the system of interest is nonstationary due
to rapid changes in system configuration or from possible damage. Our solution is to vary ν∗ in
real-time using τ∗(t) and d∗(t). It follows that a challenge is in the selection of τ∗ and d∗. It was
demonstrated in literature that a combination of the mutual information (MI) test for τ∗ and the
false nearest neighbors (FNN) test for d∗ yielded the most accurate results [42].
The MI test [43] is based on Shannon’s information theory. The algorithm selects τ∗ such that
maximum level of information can be extracted between y1(k) and y1(k − τ∗). Mathematically,
MI(y1(k), y1(k − τ)) =
∑
y1(k),y1(k−τ)
p(y1(k), y1(k − τ)) log
p(y1(k), y1(k − τ))
p(y1(k), p(y1(k − τ)))
(5.9)
where y1(k) and y1(k−τ) are discrete observations of the time series, p(·) denotes a probability, and
p(·, ·) denotes a joint probability. The value τ∗ is taken as the first local minimum of the mutual
information function.
The false nearest neighbor (FNN) test [44] is used to calculate the optimal embedding dimension
d∗. The FNN test calculates the Euclidean distances between the rth neighboring points of a vector
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for increasing dimensions. If the distance between neighboring points is greater than some threshold,
the point is considered a false neighbor. Mathematically,
∣∣∣∣∣R2d+1(k, r)−R2d(k, r)R2d(k, r)
∣∣∣∣∣ > Rtol (5.10)
where Rtol is a user-defined threshold and R
2
d(k, r) and R
2
d+1(k, r) are the Euclidean distances
between measurement y(k) and its rth nearest neighbor y(r)(k) for dimensions d and d + 1. To











where ȳ1 is the mean of observations y1 and Atol is a user-defined value. If both conditions are
satisfied, the points are considered false neighbors. The value d∗ is taken at the point when the
percentage of FNN drops below an acceptable value.
5.2.1.2 Smooth Transition of the Input Space
The values for τ and d in constructing ν are updated based on computed τ∗ and d∗. In a
previous study by the authors, it was demonstrated that rapid variation of the input space led to
error spikes in the estimation [36]. To overcome this challenge, a slow transition of the input space
was implemented. The slow transition allowed τ to vary by ±10 and d to vary by ±1 with the
restrictions that τ remains positive and d does not drop below an embedding dimension of 2. For
the smooth input space transition, we apply a sigmoid function S(x) when adapting τ and allow d
to vary by d ± 1. New τ and d values are calculated every 10 iterations for a data history of 200
points. The 200 point data history is a sliding window of data used to calculate the input space
for stationary segments of data. In real-time, τ would have units of seconds. In this study, we use
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discrete time, which makes τ the corresponding number of past data points. A transition region of





where x = −4 : 1 : 5, and τ updated as follows:
τ(k : k + 10) = S(x)(τnew − τold) + τold (5.14)
where values for τ are rounded to the closest integer, and τ(k : k + 10) are the next ten τ values
providing the smooth transition. Fig. 5.2 illustrates the smooth transitioning of τ . Since d has to
be an integer, it varies by ±1 with no further manipulation.
Figure 5.2: Smooth transition of τ .
5.2.2 Hybrid VIO
The VIO described above is a pure data-driven technique. While the system of interest is
complex, it is possible that a certain level of physical knowledge be available. This gives raise to an
opportunity to integrate such knowledge in the VIO, therefore creating a hybrid data-/model-driven
observer. Here, this is done by using the data-driven VIO in parallel with a model-based observer
constructed using the partial physical knowledge. It results that, in this configuration illustrated
in Fig. 5.3, the VIO is used to estimate only the unmodeled dynamics, the difference between the
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model and the system output measured by the sensor. The difference is further used to train the
VIO. The estimates from the VIO and model are summed to produce the hybrid VIO’s estimate.
Figure 5.3: Block diagram of the hybrid data-/model-driven observer.
To study the effect of adding physical knowledge, the experimental data from the high-rate
system of interest is modeled using a state-space representation
ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + Kw(t)
y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) + w(t)
(5.15)
where A, B, C, D, and K are the state-space matrices and u(t), y(t), w(t), and x(t) are the
input, output, disturbance, and state vectors. A six degrees-of-freedom (DOF) representation will
be used to synthetically create partial physical knowledge from the system. The representation is
constructed using the function ssest from the MATLAB system identification toolbox by feeding the
time series of the input and output measurements and specifying the DOFs.
5.3 Numerical Simulations
Simulations were conducted on high-rate experimental data gathered from a mechanical shock
test on an electronics unit. The various input space transition techniques of the VIO (fast, slow,
and smooth transitions) are compared along with a traditional pre-optimized fixed input strategy
as a base line. Simulations are also conducted on the hybrid data-/model-based observer.
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5.3.1 Experimental Data
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5.4. An electronics unit (Fig. 5.4(c)) houses four
circuit boards each equipped with a high-g Meggitt 72 accelerometers. These high-g accelerometers
are capable of accurately measuring upward accelerations up to 120,000 gn or 120 kgn [45], where
1gn = 9 .81 m/s
2 = 32.2 ft/s2. The electronics in the unit are potted in high density polystyrene
for shock survivability. The unit is securely held in a fixture (Fig. 5.4(b)) with a threaded lock
ring. The fixture is bolted to an accelerated drop tower (Fig. 5.4(a)), which creates an impact
condition. In this study, only the top (accel 2) and bottom (accel 1) accelerometer data sets are
used.
Data was acquired using a Precision Filters signal conditioner coupled with a National Instru-
ments data acquisition system. Precision Filter 28000 chassis with 28144A Quad-Channel Wide-
band Transducer Conditioner is operated in constant voltage excitation mode with an anti-aliasing
filter of 204.6 kHz. A National Instruments chassis with a PXI-6133 acquisition card sampling at
1 MSa/s is used for the acquisition of data.
Figure 5.4: Experimental setup: a) MTS-66 drop tower; b) unit mounting fixture; and c) electronics
unit.
This high-rate experiment contains many complexities. Noise is added to the data from the
cable whip from the operation of the drop tower. The uncertainties are in the unknown high-rate
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material response of the unit and boundary conditions. It is unsure whether or not the potting
material stays bonded to the inner wall of the electronics unit. The precise input to the system
from the drop tower impact is unknown. Only the response to the impact is measured. There are
time-varying properties in the system response observed through back-to-back test results. Lastly,
disturbances are created from sensor and system resonance from vibrations of threaded interfaces.
The experimental data is plotted in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6. The data is collected from five back-to-
back tests of the same test condition. The entire high-rate dynamic event happens within 1 ms and
produces deceleration responses ranging between -60 kgn to above 50 kgn . The overall response of
the system is distinct from the similarities between the tests. However, from the zoomed in plots
of both accel 1 (inputs) and accel 2 (outputs), there is evidence of time-varying properties. Fig.
5.5(c) and 5.6(d) shows the amplitudes increasing and the response delay varies as the test numbers
increase.
Figure 5.5: Time history of accel 1: a) over 1 ms; b) zoom on 0.11-0.21 ms; c) zoom on 0.3-0.4 ms;
and d) zoom on 0.41-0.47 ms.
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Figure 5.6: Time history of accel 2: a) over 1 ms; b) zoom on 0.14-0.22 ms; c) zoom on 0.32-0.37
ms; and d) zoom on 0.44-0.53 ms.
5.3.2 Simulation Results
5.3.2.1 Comparison of the VIO input space transition strategies
First, the performance of the different input space transitioning techniques is studied. Their
performance is investigated relative to a traditional fixed input strategy. The fixed input space
observer used the same WNN architecture as that of the VIO, but ν is pre-optimized over the
range τ = [1, 500] and d = [2, 5] to obtained the smallest root mean square error (RMSE). The
optimal fixed input observer used τ = 46 and d = 3. Data from accel 1 (Fig. 2.1) is used as the
input and accel 2 as the output to construct a representation.
The same parameters were used to simulate all observers for a direct comparison to determine
which input space adaptation performs best. The parameter values are tabulated in Table 5.1.
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Values Γγ and Γσ are respectively the learning rates for γ and σ, σ(0) is the initial σ assigned to
newly added nodes, Rtol and Atol are threshold values suggested by Kennel [44] to determine if
a neighbor is a false nearest neighbor, the FNN percentage is the upper percentage threshold in
which to determine the proper embedding dimension, and the sliding window size is the history
data size used to calculate the input space.








Sliding window size 200
Fig. 5.7 is a plot of typical estimation time histories. The experimental data of accel 2 is repre-
sented by the gray solid line, the fixed input observer by the solid orange line, the fast transitioning
VIO by the red solid line, the slow transitioning VIO by the green dashed line, and the smooth
transitioning VIO by the blue dashed line. The overall estimations for the observers are plotted in
Fig. 5.7(a), with zoomed portions in Fig. 5.7(b)-(d). Visual inspections of results show error spikes
detected in the fixed observer, and in the fast and slow transitioning observers. The nonstationary
nature of the high-rate experiment requires the input space to adapt to the dynamics. The proposed
technique of using the sigmoid function to provide a smooth transition between input spaces shows
superior to the previous versions based on the elimination of the error spikes. Another observable
feature is that the data-driven methods did poorly in capturing the rise time of the initial pulse,
but later was able to converge and produce good results.
Three more simulations were conducted to evaluate the robustness in the smooth transitioning
VIO’s choice of parameters. The second simulation used the same parameters as listed in Table 5.1,
but with changing σ(0) to 105% (5% increase) of the value listed in Table 5.1. Likewise, the third
and forth simulations changed Γγ and Γσ to 105% of the value listed in Table 5.1, respectively.
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Figure 5.7: Estimation time histories: a) over 0.9 ms; b) zoom on 0-0.13 ms; c) zoom on 0.4-0.52
ms; d) zoom on 0.52-0.58 ms.
Performance of the observers are assessed through performance metrics listed in Table 5.2. A
smaller number of nodes (J1) represents a more compact representation of the essential dynamics
of the high-rate system, and thus a faster computation time. Note that the computation time
itself is not part of this study. The RMSE of the entire trace (J2) gives an indication of overall
fitting error. The RMSE of the first 0.13 ms (J3) is selected to compare the initial pulses of the
estimations. The convergence time (J4) is determined from the start of the event (time = 0 ms) to
when the absolute error falls and remains under 10% of the initial pulse value (3.7 kgn). The error
(J5-J6) is defined as the difference between the experimental data and the estimations produced
by the different observers.
Fig. 5.8 compares the performance metrics (J1-J6) of the observers for the different simulations
on radar plots. All the performance metrics are defined such that a smaller number exhibits a
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Table 5.2: Performance metrics.
Metric Description
J1 Number of nodes
J2 RMSE of entire trace (kgn)
J3 RMSE of first 0.13 ms (kgn)
J4 Convergence time (ms)
J5 Maximum absolute error (kgn)
J6 Average absolute error (kgn)
better performance. Results show that the smooth transitioning input space VIO outperforms
all other observers over all performance metrics for every simulations, except for metric J4 under
105% of Γγ . A cross-comparison between simulations show that the wavelet neural network-based
representation is relatively robust to the studied changes in parameters.
Figure 5.8: Radar plots of performance metrics J1-J6: a) simulation using parameters in Table 5.1;
b) 105% of σ(0); c) 105% of Γγ ; d) 105% of Γσ.
Fig. 5.9 plots the evolution of τ and d for the smooth transitioning input space technique. The
input space is constantly fluctuating throughout the simulation due to the nonstationary dynamics
of the high-rate system. Remark that prior studies have shown the stabilization of these parameters
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over stationary excitations (see [18], for instance). Early in the simulation at approximately 0.1
ms, there is a spike in τ attributable to a noisy low-amplitude excitation, after which τ drops and
fluctuates at values under 50 points, later converging around 10 when the excitation becomes more
stationary between 0.75-0.9 ms. The value for d increases from 2 when the excitation becomes more
chaotic, oscillating between 2 and 3 for the majority of the excitation. It oscillates between 2 and
4 at the end of the simulation due to the higher level of chaos in the signal.
Figure 5.9: The evolution of τ and d.
The performance of the smooth transitioning VIO is further validated on a high impact velocity
test using the same electronics unit (see Fig. 2.1). The unit was shot out of a smooth bore Howitzer
impacting a concrete specimen. The estimation is compared with the same fixed input observer
with τ = 46 and d = 3. The same observer parameters listed in Table 1 were used. Fig. 5.10 plots
the time histories.
The smooth transitioning VIO outperformed the fixed input observer in the initial convergence
(Fig. 5.10 (b)), eliminated the error spikes (Fig. 5.10 (c)), and yielded a smaller overall RMSE
of 1.38 kgn compared with the fixed observers RMSE of 1.93 kgn (a 29% improvement). The
smooth transitioning VIO was capable of achieving better results, while using a more compact
representation of 33 nodes compared with 38 nodes for the fixed observer.
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Figure 5.10: Estimation time histories: a) over 80 ms; b) zoom on 0-10 ms; c) zoom on 25-35 ms;
d) zoom on 55-65 ms.
5.3.2.2 Model estimate of high-rate dynamics
The result for modeling high-rate dynamics with a six degrees-of-freedom representation is
shown in Fig. 5.11. Fig. 5.11 shows that the modeling approach produces an acceptable fit with
a better estimate than the pure data-driven observer early on, but that the high-rate complexities
are not captured by the model.
5.3.2.3 Hybrid VIO study
Now, we study the exploitation of physical knowledge to create a hybrid VIO. Fig. 5.12 shows
the comparison between the hybrid VIO estimate versus the smooth transitioning VIO (pure data-
driven). It can be observed in Fig. 5.12(b) that better initial convergence is achieved through the
addition of the physical knowledge. The hybrid VIO outperformed the smooth transitioning VIO
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Figure 5.11: Modeled estimate of the high-rate experimental data.
using a fewer number of nodes and smaller overall RMSE, RMSE of the initial pulse, maximum
absolute error, and average absolute error, and a similar convergence time as illustrated in the
radar plot on Fig. 5.13.
Figure 5.12: Hybrid observer vs. smooth transitioning VIO: a) over 0.9 ms; b) zoom on 0-0.13 ms.
The combination of the model and VIO is capable of producing a representation between accel1
(the input) and accel2 (the output) for test 3. Test 3 was chosen as the training data set to be
consistent with previous VIO studies. Using the different tests shown in Figs 5.5 and 5.6, we verify
the robustness of the representation. The inputs of tests 1, 2, 4, and 5 were used to estimate the
outputs of the corresponding tests through a pre-trained hybrid VIO, using the data from test 3.
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Figure 5.13: Radar plot of performance metrics J1-J6 comparing the hybrid VIO with the smooth
transitioning VIO.
The absolute errors are plotted in Fig. 5.14. The majority of the errors fall below 20% of the initial
pulse value with some peak errors occurring just under 15 kgn. These maximum absolute errors
are much smaller than those displayed in Fig. 5.8’s J5 metric.
Figure 5.14: Absolute errors of estimates of tests 1, 2, 4, 5 using the learned representation from
the hybrid observer.
5.4 Conclusion
State estimation of high-rate dynamic systems is challenging due to multiple system complexities
such as noise, uncertainties, time-varying parameters/states, and disturbances. Examples of these
systems include civil structures exposed to blast and aerial vehicles exposed to in-flight anomalies
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such as contact with foreign objects. Adaptive observers showed to be an important tool for
estimating complex systems. However due to the high-rate nature, adaptive observers would require
faster convergence rates to be applicable.
As a potential solution, we presented a variable input observer (VIO), which optimized the use
of past data. By doing so, we optimize the inputs to an estimator with the objective to enable
faster convergence through an optimized representation. The variable input concept was based on
the embedding theorem, whereas the input space is designed through a delay vector that preserves
the essential dynamics of the system of interest. By allowing the delay vector to vary as sensor
measurements become available, the embedding theorem is applied to complex nonstationary high-
rate problems.
Three different input space transitioning strategies were studied. Those included fast, slow, and
smooth transitioning input spaces. The fast transition applied no restriction on the input space
adaptation allowing the time delay τ and embedding dimension d to vary as the calculations were
made. The slow transitioning input space limited τ to vary by ±10 and d by ±1. The smooth
transitioning input space applied a sigmoid function to τ to allow a smooth transition between
input spaces.
Demonstrated in the simulations of high-rate experimental data, the smooth transitioning VIO
outperformed all other methods, including a typical pre-optimzied fixed input space observer in
terms of number of nodes, RMSE of the entire trace, RMSE of the first 0.13 ms, convergence time,
maximum absolute error, and average absolute error. The error spikes are eliminated through
the smooth transition and through a more accurate representation of the nonstationary high-rate
system.
The training speed of the a neural network depends on many parameters such as the number of
nodes used to build the representation, CPU speed, quality of the coding, etc. Through the smooth
transitioning VIO, the number of nodes were minimized and provided more efficient training as
observed through the faster convergence times. The real-time application of the VIO is currently
under investigation.
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A six degrees-of-freedom model of the high-rate data, representing a level of physical knowledge
about the system, was added to the VIO to create a hybrid VIO. Results showed that the hybrid
observer was capable of producing superior representations of the system compared with either a
pure data- or model-driven observer. To validate the representation, inputs from consecutive tests
were used to estimate the corresponding outputs. The study showed the majority of absolute errors
were below the 20% of the initial pulse value. Furthermore, the peak absolute errors were much
smaller than those seen using other observers.
Based on this study, the VIO has shown great promise for the use in nonstationary high-rate
applications. The VIO, through the adaptive input space, is capable of sequentially learning chaotic
representations improving the performance of an adaptive observer including its convergence time.
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CHAPTER 6. TRANSVERSE VIBRATION OF CLAMPED-PINNED-FREE
BEAM WITH MASS AT FREE END
J. Hong, J. Dodson, S. Laflamme, and A. Downey
Abstract
Engineering systems undergoing extreme and harsh environments can often times experience rapid
damaging effects. In order to minimize loss of economic investment and human lives, structural
health monitoring (SHM) of these high-rate systems is being researched. An experimental test
bed has been developed to validate SHM methods in a controllable and repeatable laboratory
environment. This study applies the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory to this test bed to develop
analytical solutions of the system. The transverse vibration of a clamped-pinned-free beam with
a point mass at the free end is discussed in detail. Results are derived for varying pin locations
and mass values. Eigenvalue plots of the first five modes are presented along with their respective
mode shapes. The theoretical calculations are experimentally validated and discussed.
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6.1 Introduction
High-rate dynamics are defined as events having amplitudes greater than 100 g over durations
less than 100 ms [1]. Some examples of high-rate systems may include civil structures exposed
to blast, passenger vehicles experiencing collisions, and aerial or spacecraft vehicles subjected to
ballistic impacts. Such systems have the potential to experience rapid changes in mechanical
configuration through damage. Economic investments and lives could be saved if fast detection of
parameter changes can be accurately quantified [2]. A variable input observer has been studied
by the authors as a potential solution to increasing convergence times through richer inputs [3].
However, there is a need to validate high-rate structural health monitoring (SHM) methods [4].
An experimental test bed has been designed and built to test and validate SHM methods for
systems experiencing high-rate dynamics. The development of an experimental test bed is critical,
because the experimentation on real-life high-rate systems would be complex, difficulty to verify,
and potentially very costly. This test bed design incorporates a cantilever beam with a roller that
restrains the displacement in the vertical direction and is allowed to move freely along the length
of the beam. Additionally, the mass at the free end of the beam can be dropped through the
de-energizing of the electromagnet that detaches the mass from the beam. The roller is a moving
cart that provides a changing boundary condition, while the mass drop provides a sudden change in
mechanical configuration. This system is easily controllable and repeatable in a laboratory setting.
To develop analytical solutions for this beam structure, the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is
applied. The system is modeled as clamped-pinned-free with a point mass at free end. There is no
mention of this beam configuration in the book authored by Blevins [5]. Previously and to the best
knowledge of the authors, only the clamped-pinned-free [6] (no mass) and the clamped-free with
mass at free end [7] (no pin) have been studied.
Using beam theory, section 6.2 derives the transcendental equation. A generalized form is
presented that is applicable to any pin location and any mass value. Derived results are verified
through comparison between well-known cases in literature. Section 6.3 calculates the eigenvalues
for normalized pinned location for various mass ratios. Section 6.4 calculates the mode shapes
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for several different pinned locations, while section 6.5 compares the results from the theoretical
calculations to experimental data.
6.2 Frequency Calculations
The transverse vibrations of a slender clamped-pinned-free beam with a mass at free end of
interest is shown in Fig. 6.1. The governing equation for the beam using Euler-Bernoulli’s beam
theory [8] can be written








where E is the Young’s modulus, I the cross-sectional moment of inertia, w the vertical deflection,
x the axial coordinate, ρ the density of the beam, A the cross-sectional area, and t time. Eq. (6.1)
can be solved assuming a separation-of-variables solution in the standard form
w(x, t) = X(x)T (t) (6.2)
where X is the spatial solution and T is the temporal solution. The spatial solution for a two-span
beam then is expressed
X(x) =

X1(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ a
X2(x), a ≤ x ≤ L
(6.3)
The sub-functions in eq 6.3 can be written as the following general solutions
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X1(x) = a1 sin(βx) + a2 cos(βx) + a3 sinh(βx) + a4 cosh(βx) (6.4)
X2(x) = b1 sin(βx) + b2 cos(βx) + b3 sinh(βx) + b4 cosh(βx) (6.5)
where β is the beam vibration eigenvalue. Parameter β and seven of the eight coefficients can
be solved by applying the boundary conditions of the system. For the clamped-pinned-free, the
displacement and slope at the clamped end are zero [7]














where mattached is the mass attached to the beam at the free end. In addition to these four boundary
conditions, four more boundary conditions (displacement and rotation) are found at the pin location
a:
X1(a) = 0 (6.10)













Substituting the first transverse displacement (Eq. (6.4)) into the clamped boundary condition
(Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7)) gives
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a2 + a4 = 0 (6.14)
a1 + a3 = 0 (6.15)
Substituting the second transverse displacement (Eq. (6.5)) into the free end boundary condition
(Eq. (6.8)) yields:
−b1 sin(βL)− b2 cos(βL) + b3 sinh(βL) + b4 cosh(βL) = 0 (6.16)
Additionally, inserting the second transverse displacement (Eq. (6.5)) into Eq. 6.1 and applying
the boundary condition at the free end (Eq. (6.9)) results in:
b1(− cos(βL) + βL
mattached
mbeam







sinh(βL)) + b4(sinh(βL) + βL
mattached
mbeam
cosh(βL)) = 0 (6.17)
where mbeam is the mass of the beam.
Substituting the first transverse displacement (Eq. (6.4)) into the pinned boundary condition
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After, substituting the second transverse displacement (Eq. (6.5)) into the boundary conditions
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sin(βL) sinh(βL) = 0 (6.22)









To verify Eq. (6.22), the first five natural frequencies were calculated for three well-known cases:




• Case 2: Clamped-free with mass at free end [7]: aL = 0
• Case 3: Clamped-pinned-free [6]: mattachedmbeam = 0
The results are tabulated in Tables 6.1-6.3. The frequencies of the first five modes (β1-β5) are
compared between what is found in literature against the results from Eq. (6.22) (proposed model).
The small differences are due to rounding errors of the beam vibration eigenvalues β, which cause
large changes in the calculated frequency (fn ∝ β2n). The precision for β in this paper is ±0.0002.
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Table 6.1: Comparison of analytical results: Clamped-free (Case 1)
Literature [9] Proposed model Difference
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (%)
1 19.64 19.63 0.051
2 123.07 123.02 0.041
3 344.64 344.45 0.055
4 675.31 674.97 0.050
5 1116.33 1115.79 0.048
Table 6.2: Comparison of analytical results: Clamped-free with mass (mattachedmbeam = 0.2) (Case 2)
Literature [7] Proposed model Difference
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (%)
1 14.56 14.58 0.14
2 101.47 101.64 0.17
3 298.59 299.00 0.14
4 603.06 604.02 0.16
5 1017.07 1018.48 0.14
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Table 6.3: Comparison of analytical results: Clamped-pinned-free (Pin at a = 200 mm) (Case 3)
Literature [6] Proposed model Difference
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (%)
1 41.70 41.59 0.26
2 279.25 278.46 0.28
3 635.80 635.19 0.10
4 899.94 897.69 0.25
5 1650.85 1646.48 0.26
6.3 Calculations of Eigenvalues
The beam vibration eigenvalues are calculated in terms of βL for different mass ratios, mattachedmbeam .
The eigenvalues are plotted as a function of the normalized pinned location, aL in Figs. 6.2-6.6.
Note, the βL values corresponding to aL = 0 is equivalent to the clamped-free system with a mass
at the free.
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Figure 6.2: Eigenvalues of first 5 modes, mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Figure 6.3: Eigenvalues of first 5 modes, mattachedmbeam = 0.4
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Figure 6.4: Eigenvalues of first 5 modes, mattachedmbeam = 0.6
Figure 6.5: Eigenvalues of first 5 modes, mattachedmbeam = 0.8
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Figure 6.6: Eigenvalues of first 5 modes, mattachedmbeam = 1
6.4 Mode Shapes
The mode shapes are calculated for the two different sections of the beam corresponding to the
clamped-pinned and pinned-free sections. To calculate the mode shapes, the boundary condition
(Eqs. (6.6)-(6.13)) are used to find a relationship between the coefficients. The method used here
consists of solving all coefficients in terms of a4. Note, there are not enough equations to determine
a unique solution for each coefficient. The solutions for the a coefficients are
a1 = −a3 (6.24)









and for the b coefficients
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sin(βL))− (sinh(βL) + βLmattached
mbeam
cosh(βL)) (6.31)
z3 = cot(βL)(cos(βL) + βL
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Substituting the equations for the coefficients (Eqs. (6.24)-(6.35)) into the boundary condition
from Eq. (6.12), a relationship between a4 and b4 is obtained. For brevity, this expression is
not presented here. The mode shapes are determined for the multi-span beam by substituting all
coefficient expressions in terms of a4 into Eq. (6.3).
Normalizing at a4 = 1, the first five mode shapes for the clamped-pinned-free beam with a mass
at the free end are plotted in Figs. 6.7-6.10 for a = 100, 200, 300, and 400 mm with mattachedmbeam = 0.2.
The red triangle on the plots denotes the pin location.
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Figure 6.7: Mode shapes for pinned at a = 100 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Figure 6.8: Mode shapes for pinned at a = 200 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
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Figure 6.9: Mode shapes for pinned at a = 300 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Figure 6.10: Mode shapes for pinned at a = 400 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
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6.5 Experimental Validation
In this section, the theoretical results are compared with experimental data. The experimental
setup is illustrated in Fig. 6.11. A cart with rollers is used as a moving pin along the beam.
Accelerometers are attached at locations 300 mm and 400 mm. The mass of the accelerometers is
assumed to have a negligible effect. Each accelerometer weighs 1.7 gm, not including cables, which
is 0.2% of the weight of the beam. At the free end, an electromagnet is used to simulate the mass.
The specifications of the experiment are listed in Table 6.4.
Figure 6.11: Illustration of the experimental setup








The accelerometers are single axis PCB 353B17. They are connected to a NI-9234 IEPE analog
input module seated in an NI cDAQ-9172 chassis. A PCB 086C01 modal hammer with a white ABS
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plastic tip is used to excite the beam at 300 mm. Five tests under each condition are conducted
and averaged in the frequency domain to generate frequency response functions (FRFs) using the
Hv algorithm [10]. The FRFs for the different tests are plotted in Figs. 6.12-6.15. The vertical
red dashed lines represent the theoretical modes computed from the proposed model. To better
understand the differences, the modes are extracted and tabulated in Tables 6.5-6.8.
For every test conditions, modes 4 and 5 have larger differences. Three possible explanations are
1) the electromagnet vibrates separate from the beam, 2) the beam vibrates within the rollers, and
3) the rotational inertia from a large mass at the end of a long beam impacts the higher frequencies.
In Figs. 6.13 and 6.15, the coherence for mode 5 drops significantly such that it cannot be said with
certainty that the frequencies are correct. Percent difference is used to quantify how different the
theoretical frequencies are from the experimental. All frequencies fall below 20% difference with
the exception of mode 4 in Table 6.5.
Figure 6.12: FRF for pinned at a = 50 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
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Figure 6.13: FRF for pinned at a = 100 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Figure 6.14: FRF for pinned at a = 150 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
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Figure 6.15: FRF for pinned at a = 200 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Table 6.5: Pinned at a = 50 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Proposed model Experiment Difference
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (%)
1 16.73 17.75 6.1
2 118.28 128.88 9.0
3 350.24 378.68 8.1
4 710.71 872.01 22.7
5 1202.46 1400.19 16.4
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Table 6.6: Pinned at a = 100 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Proposed model Experiment Difference
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (%)
1 19.48 21.37 9.7
2 141.29 157.37 11.4
3 423.53 440.11 3.9
4 864.86 996.16 15.2
5 1462.39 1680.39 14.9
Table 6.7: Pinned at a = 150 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Proposed model Experiment Difference
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (%)
1 23.09 25.87 12.0
2 173.89 195.62 12.5
3 526.12 614.09 16.7
4 1015.61 1088.84 7.2
5 1292.51 1421.86 10.0
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Table 6.8: Pinned at a = 200 mm and mattachedmbeam = 0.2
Proposed model Experiment Difference
Mode (Hz) (Hz) (%)
1 28.02 31.39 12.0
2 221.20 259.65 17.4
3 595.97 646.99 8.6
4 798.79 950.15 18.9
5 1479.27 1741.16 17.7
6.6 Conclusion and Future Works
A high-rate experimental test bed is studied. The test bed is characterized as being a clamped-
pinned-free beam with a mass at the free end. Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is applied to derive the
transcendental equation for a general case applicable to the system pinned at an arbitrary location
and with an arbitrary mass. The eigenvalues and mode shapes were presented under various
test conditions. Experimental tests were conducted and results compared with the theoretical
calculations of the first five natural frequencies. The comparison of results exhibited a good match in
frequency values for the first three modes. The errors increase with the higher modes. The difference
in higher modes can be attributed to the electromagnet vibrating separate to the beam, the beam
vibrating within the rollers, and the rotational inertia of the mass not taken into consideration.
Nevertheless, the percent difference of all modes between the theoretical and experimental values
fell below 20% except for one case. These results confirm that within reason, the theory matches
the experimental results. Such analytical model can be useful in designing and assessing structural
health monitoring solutions validated using the high-rate experimental setup.
There still exists a need to validate algorithms on a high-rate system. Future studies will 1)
address the differences in higher modes in the finite element modeling process, 2) develop a hybrid
observer, and 3) implement the hybrid observer real-time on the system described in Fig. 6.11.
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CHAPTER 7. SUMMARY
A new area of research was identified and a path for solving the high-rate problem through adap-
tive data-driven techniques was determined. To overcome the longer convergence times of adaptive
systems, the input space of observers was studied and found to be unique to each high-rate event
and it was concluded that proper selection of input space was critical to accurate estimations with
fastest convergence rates. An adaptive wavelet network (AWN) estimator with self-organizing map-
ping was used for automatic crack detection of point cloud data generated from a terrestrial laser
scanner. Through this study, the power of the universal approximation capabilities was demon-
strated for the AWN. Combining the input space selection and AWN, a novel variable input observer
(VIO) was developed. The VIO incorporated mutual information and false nearest neighbors algo-
rithms to sequentially adapt the input space for utilization of a vast quantity of input observations
to reduce convergence times by real-time identification of essential dynamics. Thus, a path for
microsecond structural health monitoring has been established.
In particular, the contributions that this research made to the scientific community are listed
as follows.
• Established a new area of research identified as high-rate state estimation, identified associated
key research challenges, and presented a path to solving the problem through the use of
adaptive data-driven observers determined by a literature search.
• Determined the proper input space selection has the ability to dramatically reduce the con-
vergence times of adaptive observers.
• Validated an adaptive wavelet network for automatic crack detection.
• Developed a novel variable input observer with automatic input space selection using the
embedding theorem. Through which, the application of the embedding theorem that was
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previously limited to stationary data sets was made applicable to nonstationary systems
by applying the theorem to stationary segments of data. Developed a smooth transition-
ing method between input spaces for better estimations. Identified that hybrid methods of
adding knowledge of a system have the potential to outperform purely data- and model-driven
strategies.
• Derived the theoretical solution to a high-rate laboratory apparatus identified as a clamped-
pinned-free beam with mass at the free end using the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory. The
transcendental equation was derived for a general case of the system with an arbitrary pin
location and mass.
Future studies will focus on real-time application of high-rate state estimation techniques to
the clamped-pinned-free beam with a mass at the free end.
